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Introduction

As early as in the 19-th century systems of charged

particles were of interest to physics. In 1884 A r r h e n i u s

suggested [1] that the electrical conductivity properties

of dissolved salts were due to the dissociation of the salt

into cations and anions. However, his assumption that these

charged particles could be described as an ideal gas was in

contradiction with experimental results on the osmotic

pressure.

In 1918 G h o s h put forward the idea [2] that the

dissolved ions would form a crystalline structure and that

the electrostatic force was modified through the dielectric

constant of the solvent. Although this theory does indeed

lead to a dependence on the electrolytic concentration of

the osmotic pressure, it lacks a dependence on the

temperature that should be expected because of the mobility

of the ions in the solution. Moreover, the crystalline

structure has not been observed in x-ray diffraction

experiments.

A satisfactory description was given by D e b y e and

H Ü c k e l , who, inspired by the work of G o u y , introduced

the concept of electrostatic screening [3]. An individual

ion is surrounded by ions of opposite charge, so that the

effective charge of the central ion is partially neutralized.

In effect, this is the first time in history that the

importance of collective behaviour in an ionized system

has been acknowledged.

Another collective phenomenon, observed in gaseous

discharge experiments, is the plasma oscillation. It was

shown experimentally by P e n n i n g at the Philips laboratory

in Eindhoven in 1926 [4] that in a gaseous discharge a high

frequency oscillatory motion of the electrons occurs.

These oscillations were already conjectured by L a n g m u i r

in 1925 and some evidence was found experimentally by

D i t t m e r in 1926 [ 5] . The experiment by P e n n i n g was

confirmed by T o n k s and L a n g m u i r in 1928 [6], who



also introduced the name 'plasma' to denote an ionized gas.

Prom the point of view of theoretical physics a plasma

can be defined as a macroscopic system of charged particles.

Such systems occur fairly frequently in nature as well as

in the laboratory. As particular examples one may think of

the solar corona, the ion plasma in a highly evolved star

or the plasma in a controlled thermo-nuclear experiment.

The first two examples are well described by the model of

the one-component plasma. According to this model the

plasma consists of identical point ions, which are immersed

in a rigid uniform background of opposite charge, so that

overall electrical neutrality is ensured.

In this thesis the plasma particles are assumed to

obey classical mechanics. The plasma can then be

characterized by the plasma coupling parameter

(i)

where B is the reciprocal of the temperature (times k_),
o

e the un5t of electrical charge and a the ion-sphere radius,

which is related to the particle number density through

n = 3/(4ita ). The parameter r takes values in the range of

10" , for the solar corona, up to •x» 200 , in a white dwarf

star [7].

One may alternatively discuss the plasma by making

use of the various length scales that can be distinguished.

The Coulomb interaction between two individual charged

particles is effectively screened in a plasma. The ensuing

effective interaction has ;i range that is given by the

Debye length r = l/(eVpïï). The distance of closest

approach of two colliding particles, which is named the
2

Landau length, is typically r. = Be /4«. Now the plasma
Li

can be characterized by the plasma parameter

e =_i; = VJ r
J " « n* e 3 / 2 (2)

rD

In the presence of an external magnetic field also the



thermal gyroradius rB = 2j| (^-)* is of relevance. The

strength of the magnetic field can then be described by

comparing r0 to rQ or to r .

In this thesis we shall apply kinetic theory to study

the transport phenomena of the one-component plasma. For a

hot dilute plasma it has been pointed out by L a n d a u and

by S p i t z e r [8] that the leading contribution to the

transport coefficients can be obtained from a weak interaction

approximation, which takes only static screening effects

and collisions with a large impact parameter into account.

However, this leading term is logarithmically divergent and

depends on a cut-off parameter. The dynamical screening

effects in a plasma can be described by a frequency and

wave vector dependent dielectric function. A kinetic

equation containing these dynamical screening effects has

been put forward independently by B a l e s c u , by L e n a r d .

and by G u e r n s e y [9].

In order to obtain the following terms in an expansion

with respect to e it is compulsory to take into account

close binary collisions, as well as the dynamical screening

effects that are important in encounters with a large impact

parameter. Alternative proposals have been made to achieve

this goal. A composite collision term can be constructed

by adding a Balescu-Guernsey-Lenard - type collision integral

to a Boltzmann - type collision integral, thus including

both relevant types of collisions into the kinetic equation.

The Landau collision integral, which takes only statically

screened weak collisions into account is subsequently to be

subtracted as it is a common limit of both the Boltzmann -

type and the Balescu-Guernsey-Lenard - type collision

integrals. In this way one arrives at a kinetic equation

that does not suffer from divergencies [10].

Recently an approximation for the pair correlation

function that is valid for small values of e has been

suggested [11]. Upon insertion of this expression into the

general form for the collision integral one obtains another



convergent kinetic equation which contains the relevant

processes in a seemingly different way as compared to the

linear combination described above.

It will be shown in chapter I and II that, up to higher

order terms in e , either kinetic equation yields the same

values for the coefficients of heat conductivity and of

viscosity. In chapter III we shall demonstrate that, for

a hot dilute plasma, the values of an arbitrary transport

coefficient are rather insensitive to the precise form of

the approximation for the pair correlation function. A class

of equivalent approximations is obtained by requiring only

some scaling properties.

In many situations in the laboratory as well as in

astrophysics plasmas are found to be in a magnetic field.

The orbits of the charged particles that constitute the

plasma are influenced by the Lorentz force due to the

magnetic field. Thus, it is clear that the transport

phenomena depend on the magnetic field.

In particular we study here the diffusion of a tagged

particle in the direction of an external uniform stationary

magnetic field. In chapter IV we use a weak coupling

approximation for a hot dilute plasma. From our calculations

we find that the longitudinal self-diffusion coefficient

diminishes monotonously as the magnetic field becomes

stronger.

The renormaliaed kinetic theory [12], which was

originally developed for application to neutral fluids,

has proven to be quite successful in describing transport

phenomena of strongly coupled plasmas. In chapter V the

presence of an external magnetic field is included in the

renormalized kinetic tueory. As an application we calculate

for a dense plasma the abatement of the self-diffusion

coefficient as the magnetic field strength increases.

In addition to the static screening approximation used

here, we have also studied in chapter VI the way the

dynamical, screening properties, which are also modified due

to the magnetic field, influence the dependence of the self-



diffusion coefficient on the magnetic field. Again these

calculations have been performed both for a dense and for

a dilute plasma.

Our theoretical predictions on self-diffusion in a

magnetized plasma are corroborated by the results that

are obtained in molecular dynamics simulations [13].

J.S.C.
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ON THE EQUIVALENCE OF CONVERGENT KINETIC
EQUATIONS FOR HOT DILUTE PLASMAS

I. TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS IN FIRST
CHAPMAN-COWLING APPROXIMATION

J.S. COHEN and L.G. SUTTORP

Instituut voor Theoretische Fysica, Universiteit van Amsterdam, Valckenierstraat 65,
1018 XE Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Received 17 July 1981

Two competitive convergent kinetic equations for a one-component Coulomb plasma with
small plasma parameter e are discussed. It is shown how a Chapman-Enskog scheme can be set
up to calculate the heat conductivity and the viscosity. Both kinetic equations are found to yield
identical transport coefficients for small e, at least in lowest order of the Chapman-Cowling
truncation procedure.

1. Introduction

In the kinetic description of hot dilute plasmas the long-range character of
the electrostatic interaction plays an essential role. In fact, not only close
binary collisions, with impact parameter near the Landau length rL, but also
collective screening interactions, at interparticle distances of the order of the
Debye length rD, must be taken into account. If either of these is neglected
unphysical infinities in the transport coefficients show up. To a crude ap-
proximation this defect may be remedied by introducing a cut-off in the
divergent integrals').

In a consistent approach the transport coefficients are derived from a
kinetic equation with a convergent collision term which treats all kinds of
interactions in the plasma on an equal footing. A method to construct such a
convergent collision term consists in taking a linear combination of the
well-known divergent collision terms of Boltzmann, Balescu-Guernsey-
Lenard and Landau in such a way that the divergencies cancel2"1). The
ensuing composite collision term has been used56) to evaluate the transport
properties in leading order in the plasma parameter e = rJrD.

Recently an alternative convergent collision term has been put forward by
several authors7"9). Its derivation has been based on an approximation for the
nonequilibrium pair correlation function that is uniformly valid in the phase

0378-437 l/82/OOOO-OOOO/$O2.75 © 1982 North-Holland



8 J.S. COHEN AND L.G. SUTTORP

space of two interacting particles. The physical consequences of this new
collision term, which is more complicated than the earlier one, have not been
investigated systematically. The only transport property that has been evalu-
ated is the high-frequency limit of the electrical conductivity for a plasma
mixture9'10). It turns out that in this case the leading terms in e are in-
dependent of the adopted kinetic equation.

In view of the equivalence of the kinetic expressions for the conductivity it
may be surmised that the two convergent equations only differ in their formal
appearance, but not in their physical consequences. To verify this supposition
we study in this and in the following11) paper the transport properties of a hot
dilute plasma on the basis of both equations. We shall calculate the leading
terms in the e expansions of the heat conductivity and the viscosity for a
one-component plasma with a neutralizing background.

In section 2 of this paper a review of the convergent kinetic equations for a
hot dilute plasma is given. These equations are linearized in section 3. The
ensuing collision brackets are discussed in section 4. In particular we show
how the usual Chapman-Enskog scheme can be applied to obtain the trans-
port coefficients from these brackets. Finally, in section 5 we evaluate the
heat conductivity and the viscosity in the lowest order of the Chapman-
Cowling truncation procedure.

The results of this paper lead to the conclusion that the two convergent
kinetic equations are equivalent in so far as the associated transport
coefficients are concerned, at least in lowest Chapman-Cowling ap-
proximation. In the next paper this result will be generalized to arbitrary order
of the truncation procedure.

2. Convergent kinetic equations for a hot dilute plasma

The general form of the kinetic equation for the one-particle distribution
function ƒ («, x, () describing the non-equilibrium properties of a dilute system
of particles can be derived from the hierarchy equations due to Bogoliubov,
Born, Green, Kirkwood and Yvon1). For a homogeneous system the kinetic
equation reads

(2.1)

with the collision term

C(v, t) = m -\dldv) • ƒ dr7<p(r) ƒ dt>'g(r, v, v', t). (2.2)
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Here <p is the interaction potential and g(r, v, v', t) the two-particle correlation
function, which is a functional of ƒ.

For a dilute system of particles with a short-range interaction the cor-
relation function <? may be written in the form12)

gB(r, v, v', t) = ƒ (o», 0/(»ó, r) - f{v, t)f(v', t), (2.3)

where v0 and vó are the initial velocities in the infinite past of two particles
which move under the influence of their mutual interaction to a configuration
with relative position r and velocities v and v'. Insertion of (2.3) into (2.2)
leads to the well-known Boltzmann collision term:

CB(», 0 = ƒ do' dfl ^ |» - v'\[f(vu t)f(v'u t) - ƒ(», t)f(v', t)], (2.4)

with daldil the cross-section for a collision of the type (i>, »')-»(»i, vj) under
the influence of the potential (p.

The above derivation of the Boltzmann collision term breaks down if the
interaction potential has a long range, as is the case for a plasma. In a plasma,
soft collisions with large impact parameters give rise to collective interactions
that are not taken into account in (2.4). Such screening effects are adequately
treated in the collision term of Balescu, Guernsey and Lenard (BGL)1), which
follows from the hierarchy equations by a suitable ordering with respect to
powers of the plasma parameter. The expression for the correlation function g
in this case is rather complicated. However, in view of (2.2) we are interested
only in the integral ƒ dv'g. Its Fourier transform (which for general F(r) is
defined as F(q) = ƒ dr exp(-iq • r)F(r)) is found as

ƒ dv'êmdq, v,v',t) = -\\- e\q, q • v)\2f(v)

( , , <p(q) [ I a
) m[q-(v- v') -\8]q' [\e(q, q • » ' ) |2 dv

- R ^ T ^ K *)ƒ(•'. 01. (2.5)

The dielectric permeability appearing here is given by

with <p(q) = e2lq2 for a plasma. The collision term that follows from (2.2) with
(2.5) is
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For large |q|-values, which correspond to close binary encounters, the col-
lision term (2.7) diverges. Hence the Boltzmann and BGL approaches are
complementary in their description of collisions with large and with small
impact parameter.

The Landau kinetic equation for a plasma may be considered as a hybrid of
the Boltzmann and BGL equations. Its correlation function is obtained from
(2.3) by taking the large-impact-parameter approximation. In Fourier space
one gets

Alternatively, the integral ƒ d»'gL is found from (2.5) by neglecting the
screening effects and putting e equal to 1. Substitution of (2.8) into (2.2) gives
the Landau collision term:

i ± • ƒ dq dv'Slq - (v - i/)]|<p(q)|2

,t)). (2.9)

The Landau collision term diverges both for small and large |q| so that neither
hard nor soft collisions are treated adequately. In other words, the Landau
equation combines the deficiencies of both the Boltzmann and the BGL
equations.

Neither of the three collision terms given above leads to a consistent
description of a plasma. Often an ad hoc cut-off procedure has been employed
to avoid the infinities in the kinetic integrals. In a more systematic approach
one wants to start from a convergent expression for the collision term. A
possible method to obtain a convergent collision term consists in modifying
and combining the three divergent collision terms in such a way that the
divergencies drop out. In fact, one writes for the plasma collision term2"4)

CP(v, t) = CB(v, t) + CBGIX», 0 - CL-(», 0 . (2.10)

Here the Boltzmann collision term CB' and the Landau collision term C\.- are
modifications of (2.4) and (2.9), obtained by inserting for <p the screened
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Coulomb potential:

The parameter fcD= rB1 = e(j8«)"2 contains the density n and the kinetic
temperature T = ki'/3"', which is defined in terms of the average kinetic
energy per particle. The collision term CK is convergent now since the
potential has lost its long-range character. Likewise, the modified Landau
term CL> is no longer divergent for small \q\. Its divergence for large |q| is
cancelled by that of CBGL (2.7), since the dielectric permeability e(q, q • v)
tends to 1 as |<j|-»°°.

Recently7"9) an alternative convergent collision term has been derived from
the hierarchy equations. It has a form that follows from (2.2) by inserting as
the two-particle correlation function the combination gagüGiJgi. of the three
correlation functions considered before:

= m - f • f dr7y(r) f
ov j j

r «, »', 0
( 2 n )

gi\r, v,v,i)

The potential <p occurring both explicitly and implicitly in the correlation
functions is the ordinary Coulomb potential; screened potentials are not
introduced in this approach.

The competitive convergent collision terms (2.10) and (2.12) are at first sight
rather different although they are built up of closely related ingredients. As a
consequence they may be expected to lead to different physical predictions, in
particular with respect to the plasma transport coefficients. In the next
sections we shall show how explicit expressions for these coefficients may be
obtained both from (2.10) and from (2.12).

3. Linearization of the convergent kinetic equations

In the previous section two convergent collision terms for a homogeneous
dilute plasma have been introduced. We may use the same expressions for the
inhomogeneous case, provided the variations of the distribution functions do
not become appreciable over distances of the order of the Debye length JcB1-
Under these circumstances the convergent kinetic equations become

= Cp(e,x, t). (3.1b)
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At the left-hand side we neglected the consistent-field term, since the relax-
ation time associated with the neutralization of local space charges is short
compared to the characteristic time of changes in ƒ as a result of collisions.

The right-hand sides (2.10) and (2.12) of (3.1a) and (3.1b), which seem to be
rather different, will become more alike after we have linearized around local
equilibrium. To that end we write

ƒ(», x, t) = ƒ<>, x, OH + Hv, x, t)], (3.2)

with the local equilibrium distribution

, a s 3/2

ƒ ( > , x, 0 = n ( f f ) exp[--i/3m(ü-V)2] = nfM(i>,x,O. (3.3)

Here the density n, the inverse temperature /3 and the hydrodynamical
velocity V are all local quantities depending on x and t. In the following we
omit the arguments x and t in the distribution functions.

The collision term CP as given by (2.10) vanishes upon insertion of the local
equilibrium distribution function /<0>. For (2.4) this is obvious, while for (2.7)
and (2.9) one should use that q • (d/dv - dldv')fm(v)fm(v') is proportional to
the argument q • (u - v') of the 8-function. Hence, if (3.2) is substituted into
(2.10) the leading contribution is linear in h. We may write CP = - n2lPh, with

/P = /B- + /BGL-/ I> (3.4)

The operators I,, with i = B', BGL and L', will now be considered in suc-
cession.

The linearized Boltzmann operator is defined as

[hh](v) = ƒ dv'dü | g |v - v'\fM(v)fM(v')[h(v) + h(v')-

(3.5)

where d<r/drt is the differential cross-section corresponding to the Debye
potential.

The linearized BGL operator has the form

t/BcMt») = - g - ^ £ • ƒ

x fM(v)Mv')q • (-^--^j[h(v) + h(v')]. (3.6)

In the integrand the term in which the differential operators act on the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions has been omitted on account of the
argument mentioned above (3.4). For the same reason the dielectric per-
meability e has been replaced by its zeroth-order contribution e(0).
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Finally the linearized Landau operator is defined as

»')]• (3.7)

Similarly a linearized version of the collision integral (2.12) can be
obtained9). Firstly we consider the zeroth-order expressions g!0) for the
correlation functions that appear in (2.12). Substitution of /(0) into (2.3) yields:

g(
B

0)(r, v, v') = [e"™" - l ] / ( 0 )(ü)/ (V). (3.8)

For the BGL and Landau cases one finds:

g$L(r, v, v') = - j3<p(r) e-k°'fm(v)ƒ<>'), (3.9)

g ïV, v, «') = - /3<p(r).T(t>)/(V). (3.10)

All three correlation functions gl0) are isotropic in r. Hence (2.12) vanishes in
zeroth order.

In first order we have

(3.11)

where the operator A selects the contributions that are linear in h. From (2.12)
and (3.11) we get Cp = -n2lph, with

/p = /B + JBÖL ~~ ff.; (3.12)

note that this form is analogous to (3.4). We now proceed by specifying the
partial operators I,, with i = B, BGL and L.

The modified Boltzmann operator h follows from (2.12) with (2.3) and
(3.9)-(3.11)as

[/ijfiKi))= - m~'— • I drV<ps I d«'{
av J J

- /M(Ü)/M(Ü')['»(U) + h(v')]}. (3.13)

Here the effective potential <PA is defined through

the potential <pe is uniquely determined if we put it equal to 0 for /•-»«>.
In (3.13) «o and no are the velocities of the incoming particles in the infinite

past; under the influence of the Coulomb potential the particles move towards
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the relative position r with velocities v, v', so that v0 and v'o are both functions
of r, v and v'. These functions can be determined explicitly in terms of the
conserved quantities: total energy E, centre-of-mass velocity V, angular
momentum L and Runge-Lenz vector JV. In fact, one has

\ £ (3.15a)

U=kv + v% (3.15b)

L = {mr A(W-D') , (3.15C)

N = (v-v')^L + ~r, (3.15d)

with r = rl\r\. If we put

2 / F \ " 2 r e2 /F\m

Mf) [ f c ( f )f) [ f c ( f ) ] (316)

then we have

«o=U+ |w, VQ=U-{W. (3.17)

Furthermore it will prove useful to introduce u = v - »', so that u = 1/ + 2«,
« ' = 1 / -2«. Conservation of energy implies the relation:

(3.18)irmr

so that one has

7M(»O)/M<»>0) = e-rL/7M(«)/M(ü'). (3.19)

The second term between the curly brackets in (3.13) does not depend on r.
Hence its contribution to the integral vanishes. Using furthermore (3.17) and
(3.19) in (3.13) we obtain for the modified Boltzmann operator:

[hh)(v) = - m"1 ̂  • ƒ dr(V<pÈ) ƒ dv%(v)fM(v')
l \ iw)]. (3.20)

The modified BGL operator /BGL in (3.12) is found from (2.12) with (2.5) and
(3.11) as
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\ X d ' a 1
L|e(q, q • ü')|2aü \e(q,q-v)\2dv'\

(3.21)

Here <PBGL denotes the Fourier transform of the effective potential which is
determined by

with limr_x (pBGtir) = 0; we used (3.8) and (3.10) with /3<p = pe2l{4Trr) = rjr to
obtain the explicit expression in the third member of (3.22). By substitution of
the Rayleigh expansion for e~'*"r into the Fourier transform of (3.22) we
obtain

3C

PBG..(<?) = - ^ f dr( 1 - e r' ")rj,(qr). (3.23)

Owing to the symmetry of the integrand in (3.21) under the reflection q~*-q
we are allowed to replace the distribution [q • ( » - u') — i6] ' by IT id[q • ( » -
»')]• Then e(q, q • v') is equal to e(q, q • v). With a similar argument as used
above (3.4) we arrive at

- (3.24)

It should be noted that the difference between IMn. (3.6) and /B(-;I. amounts to
the replacement of e2q~2 by <PBC;I.(4)-

Finally, the modified Landau operator If in (3.12) is obtained from (2.12)
with (2.8) and (3.11 ):

x ƒ•*(»)ƒM(v')q • (-j£-jj)[Hv) + h(v% (3.25)

The effective potential <pr. satisfies the relation
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with lim,-* <pt{r) = 0; we used (3.8)—(3.10) for the correlation functions.
Similarly to (3.23) one easily obtains

x

4>dq) = - 4 f dr(l - e-^r) ek°rrj>(qr). (3.27)
o

Having calculated the partial collision operators l\ we conclude this section
by mentioning an important property they have in common. Let V be a
collision invariant, i.e. V = 1, v or v2. Then one has

Ji^ = 0. (3.28)

The proof of this property is trivial for all i except i = B; the latter case must
be considered separately. When we put ft = 1 in (3.20) the r integration gives a
vanishing result owing to rotational symmetry. A similar argument holds for
the case h(v)=v. For ft(u) = ir we use that according to (3.18) w2 is
independent of the direction of r, so that again rotational symmetry leads to
(3.28).

4. Collision brackets

The linearized collision operators will be used in the following to evaluate
the transport coefficients of a plasma. These can be expressed in terms of
collision brackets which for an arbitrary I are defined in the usual way12):

[ft, k] = ƒ dvh(v)[Ik](v). (4.1)

Obviously the bracket is linear in I, so that the brackets of the composite
collision operators (3.4) and (3.12) follow directly from those of its con-
stituents. In fact, one has

[ft, fc]P = [ft, k]B + [ft, fc]BG,. - [ft, *] L . (4.2)

and a similar relation for [ft, k]p. We shall calculate now the explicit expres-
sions for the brackets associated with the six partial collision operators.

The bracket corresponding to the Boltzmann collision operator has the
well-known form

[ft, *]„• = i ƒ dv dr' dfl £fi \v - v'\fM(v)fM(v')

x [h(v) + h(v') - ft(t>,) - h(v])][k(v) + k(v') - k(vd - fc(ui)]. (4.3)

For the BGL operator we obtain from (3.6) by partial integration and
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symmetrizing in v and »':

[h, k]BGL =
4 f2 f f l 2 J dv dv' (t) - t>')

(h ~ ̂ ( 4-4 )

The brackets [h, k]v can easily be obtained from (4.4) by the replacements
q~4-»(q2 + khV2 and e(0)-* I, as follows by comparing (3.6) and (3.7).

The bracket associated with the modified Boltzmann collision operator h
(3.20) becomes upon partial integration with respect to v:

[h,i = m j dv dv'drfM(v)fM(v')exp(-rJr)

x[k(U +\w) + k(V-iW j - h(v).
av

(4.5)

We now introduce as new integration variables the centre-of-mass and the
relative velocities U = {(v + v') and u = v- v', so that dh(v)ldv =
2dh(U +IH) /3H. Furthermore we symmetrize the integrand with respect to the
transformation u - » - H, r-*-r, which implies w -* - w. Then (4.5) becomes

[h,kh = m ' ƒ dl/ƒ drfM(V

+ k(U-l2

From (3.18) we observe that

/M(ü+|«)fM(l/-|ii)exp(-rL/r)

- Ju)éxp(-rL/r)

•T-[h(V - in)].

(4.6)

(4.7)

is a function of V and w only. Let us perform now in (4.6) a partial integration
with respect to u. Since w (3.16) is a function of conserved quantities only, the
Poisson bracket of E (3.15a) and an arbitrary function G(w) of w vanishes.
Hence we infer:

r • (dldu)G(w) = -2Tre'2mr\ • VG(w). (4.8)

Substituting moreover the explicit expression (3.14) for v*<pB we arrive at:

[Kkh = - i ƒ dl/ d« drfM(U + |u)/M(U -|u)exp(-fcDr)

H • 7{exp(-r,7r)
(4.9)
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One more partial integration, this time with respect to r, finally yields

[h, kh = - 2 ƒ dV du dr ƒ„(!ƒ + |u)/M(l/ - {u) exr(-kDr - rjr)

x kDu • f[h(U +\u) + h{U- '2u)][k(V + \w) + k(V - Iw)]. (4.10)

Next we consider the bracket pertaining to the modified BGL collision
operator. It is easily obtained from (4.4) by the replacement of a factor e2q 2

by <PBGL(<?)< as follows from the remark below (3.24). Consequently we have

Finally, the modified Landau bracket [h, fc]f. is straightforwardly obtained
from (4.11) by replacing <pBoi. by tp\. and letting e(01^ 1, as a comparison of
(3.24) and (3.25) shows.

Let us turn now to the discussion of some general properties of the
collision brackets. In the first place we note the symmetry property:

[h,kl = [k,h\x, i * B (4.12)

for arbitrary functions h and k. The proof trivially follows on inspection. In
the case i = B the symmetry is violated. In fact, in (4.10) the relative velocities
u and w, which appear in the arguments of h and k, respectively, have a
different norm, as is apparent from (3.18). However, we shall show in a
following paper") that in leading order with respect to the plasma parameter e
the symmetry of the modified Boltzmann bracket is restored.

Secondly, the collision brackets vanish if at least one of the functions h and
k is a collision invariant ^ :

[h, n = 0, (4.13a)

[¥,*]i = 0, (4.13b)

for all i. The first line is a direct consequence of (3.28) and (4.1). For i ̂  B the
second line follows immediately from (4.12). The case i = B will be discussed
separately with the help of (4.6). For h(v) = 1 or v (4.13b) is trivial. When we
put h(v) = v2 the integrand of (4.6) contains the factor u • Vip^. After a partial
integration with respect to r and the use of (4.8) we arrive at an integral over
u which vanishes by Gauss's theorem.

The properties discussed in the preceding paragraphs suggest that a
straightforward application of the usual methods12) to solve the linear kinetic
equations (3.1) with (3.4) and (3.12) is feasible. The transport coefficients then
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follow by the truncation of an infinite set of linear equations thr.t contain
collision brackets of Sonine polynomials as coefficients. In the Boltzmann
theory of dilute neutral gases the convergence of this Chapman-Cowling
procedure is established by making use of a variational principle that is based
on the positive-definiteness of the collision brackets. In the present case,
however, the definiteness of the sign of the collision brackets associated with
the collision terms in (3.1) is not readily established. The convergence of the
procedure can therefore only be verified empirically.

The Chapman-Enskog procedure yields for the heat conductivity in lowest
Chapman-Cowling order12):

(4.14)

where Apq is proportional to a collision bracket of Sonine polynomials:

V)> - V) -, snpmiv - V)2}(v - V)].

(4.15)

For the viscosity one finds similarly

T, = 1 / H ° ° , (4.16)

with

H"" = }W2|33[S<,5/2){5j3m(u - V)2}(« - V)°(o - V):,

- V)°(r - V)], (4.17)

where the symbol ° denotes the traceless part of a tensor.
In the remaining part of this paper we shall evaluate the lowest-order

collision brackets of Sonine polynomials. In a following paper the higher-
order collision brackets, as given by (4.15) and (4.17) for general p and q, will
be studied by making use of their generating functions.

5. Transport coefficients in lowest Chapman-Cowling order

In this section we calculate the quantities A" and H00 which give the
inverse heat-conduction coefficient and the inverse viscosity, respectively, in
lowest order of approximation. In particular, the leading terms in an asymp-
totic expansion for small plasma parameter e will be derived.

Firstly we discuss the Boltzmann-like contributions to the composite col-
lision brackets. In the ordinary Boltzmann case B' the brackets follow by
employing (4.3) in (4.15) and (4.17). A well-known calculation yields12)
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„
B

75fcB
(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

with u = {(mp)il2\u\. The cross-section dtr/dfi corresponds to the Debye
potential (2.11). For small e the integral ila'2) has the asymptotic expression13)

where the /2-integrals are defined as usual:

n{tr) = (Trmpy112 ƒ do efl3H2r+3 ƒ dfl ^ (1 - cos' 0),

ft ( - log e - 2 7 + 2 log 2), (5.4)

where y = 0.5772 . . . is Euler's constant and e = rJrD = <?V/2/33/2/(47r) the
plasma parameter. From (5.1) and (5.4) we conclude:

A B' - Aö'(- log € - 2y + 2 log 2), (5.5)

while (5.2) and (5.4) yield:

In (5.5) and (5.6) we introduced the abbreviations:

, 75^3/2fcB „ .
4mI/2/35'2'2e4mI/2/3 ,4/3 5/2e4j3 (5.7)

In the modified Boltzmann case B we infer from (4.10), (4.13) and (4.15),
with Sf3/2'(jt) = 5 /2 -x :

è= " ^ ^ ƒ du dr/„(ü - ||«)exp(-fcDr- rL/r)

x kDu • r[(U - V)2(U -V) + iw(U- V)u + i«2(L' - V)]

• V.U - V)\V - V) + |w • (U - V)w + iw2(U - V)]. (5.8)

The contraction and the l/-integration are straightforwardly performed; the
two factors between square brackets then reduce to a linear combination of
M2, w2 and (« • w)2. Subsequently, we note that under the reflection r->-r the
factor u • r changes sign, while M2 and w2 are invariant. Hence, the only term
that yields a non-vanishing contribution is proportional to (u • w)2:

m
912 a 912

2400TT 3 %
ƒ d« dr kDu • f exp(- |/3m«2 - kDr - rjr)(u • w)2. (5.9)
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The integration variables in this expression are \u\, \r\ and £ = ü ' r. Instead of
the former two one may take the energy E (3.15a) and the potential <p =
/3"VL/r or rather10)

£ = j3E, TJ = <P/E. (5.10)

Since E ^ i p ^ O w e have £ s* 0 and 0 =s T) =£ 1. All constituents of the integrand
in (5.9) can be expressed now in term." of £, 77 and £. In particular we find:

u • w - • [2-T,

where N2 is given by

The expression (5.9) becomes in this way

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

When we put the expression between square brackets equal to a new variable
C and eliminate £ in favour of £' we obtain upon integration over £':

(5.14)
0 0

where F(tj) is defined as

(5.15)

An asymptotic expansion of (5.14) with respect to e can be obtained by
making a decomposition of the integration domain into parts in which
different estimates for the integrand hold. This procedure is discussed in
detail in appendix A. From (A. 11) we infer

(5.16)
.00

For HR an expression analogous to (5.8) follows from (4.17) with (4.10).
After performing the contractions and the V-integration we obtain an
expression which is proportional to (5.9) in the same way as we had in (5.2)
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for the B' case. Using (5.16) we arrive at

H " = W ( - log € - 2y + 2 log 2 - $). (5.17)

Comparing the results (5.5), (5.6) for the B' case with (5.16) and (5.17) for
the B case we note that the asymptotic expansions are equal in their leading
log e terms, but different in the contributions that are independent of e. In
both cases A " and H00 satisfy the Eucken relation: H°°/A " = likB/m.

Let us consider now the BGL-like contributions. The ordinary BGL case
has been treated before 5" 4 ) . We briefly recall the essential steps in the
calculation, because the integral expressions for the collision brackets in the
modified BGL case will be derived in an analogous way. From (4.15) with
(4.4) we obtain by performing the differentiations with respect to v and w',
carrying out the contraction and introducing centre-of-mass and relative
velocities:

X fM(U +{u)fM(V -ï • (U - V ) ] Y + H2[(l7 - V) • q}2}. (5.18)

Owing to the presence of the S-function it is convenient to make a decom-
position of u and U - V into components 1 and || with respect to q. The
integrals over the 1-components are of Gaussian type, while the integral over
U|| is easily performed with the help of the S-function. At this stage one
introduces the dimensionless variables £2 = i(im(U - V)f and TJ = q/kD. In
terms of these variables the permeability €(0) is

(5.19)

where

-{2, (5.20)

with iKf) = Sê df exp((2). Since the TJ integration is divergent for TJ -»°° a
cut-off at an arbitrary upper limit A(> 1) is necessary. (The same manipula-
tion will be performed in the Landau contribution; consequently the com-
posite collision bracket does not depend on A, as we shall see.) In this way
one obtains

„ / 2 \ 1 0 , - , f (5.21)
O O

The 17-integration is elementary. The leading contribution for A -»<» is found
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to be

ABGL-Ao'(log A-1 ,0 . (5.22)

The constant Ao has been given in (5.7), while I\ is the finite integral

/, = ( J j J d£ e ^ l + 4£2)G(£), (5.23)
o

where G(£) is the function

G(Q = \ log[F,(£)2 + F2(£)2] + ̂ ^ {f - arc tg[ |^g]} . (5.24)

The corresponding expression for H'nc.i. is obtained from (5.18) by replacing
the factor in curly brackets by q2ir (and inserting the correct multiplicative
constant) or from (5.21) by omitting the factor 1 + 4£2 in the integrand. Then
we find on a par with (5.22)

(5.25)

with TJO given by (5.7) and JH by
x

1/2 r

j ^ (5.26)

By comparing (4.4) with (4.11) we infer that A BGI. is obtained from (5.18) by
replacing a factor e2q~2 by <£BGL(<7)- Correspondingly we must insert a factor
e~2Tj2fct)(pBGL(TjfcD) in (5.21). As a consequence the cut-off in (5.21) becomes
superfluous. When we use the explicit representation (3.23) for <PBGL, with the
dimensionless variable % = rlrt. instead of r, we find the following integral
expression for A BGI.

(5.27)

An asymptotic expansion for the (£ T))-integral will be derived in appendix B.
Substituting (B.14) into (5.27) we obtain:

ABGL - Aö'(- log c - 2y + 2 - h), (5.28)

where l,\ has been given in (5.23).
We use the same argument as in the ordinary BGL case to derive an
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asymptotic expression For HBGL from (5.27), thus arriving at:

(5.29)

where IH has been defined in (5.26).
Comparing the results (5.22), (5.25) for the BGL case with (5.28), (5.29) for

the BGL case we note that in the BGL case the plasma parameter e enters
into the expressions for the brackets in a natural way, whereas in the BGL
case the corresponding expressions depend on the cut-off parameter A.

Finally we consider the Landau-like contributions to the collision brackets.
In the ordinary Landau case A" is obtained from AB'GL, according to the
remark following (4.4), by inserting a factor V(l + V2) 2 and putting F t = 0 =
F2 in the integrand of (5.21). This procedure yields the following expression:

T-. (5.30)
o o

The leading contributions for A -»°° are found to be

A" = Aö'Oog A -2). (5.31)

Similarly, we have, by omitting the term 4£2 in (5.30) and changing the
multiplicative constant:

H??— 7jö'(log^l —2). (5.32)

In the modified L case A f. is derived from the BGL case by putting e'01

equal to 1 and replacing «PBGL by <pt, which is given in (3.27). Correspondingly,
we may put F\ = 0 = F2 and insert a factor exp(-e£) in (5.27). Hence we have:

X X X

II / 2 \ " 2 , f f f _ , « - r f - , , - w . , . 2 ^ -•>[••
Ai =(—I Aö e I d£ drj d ^ ^ ( l - e "?)e ?ji(€-n^)(l+4^ )e - ' .

\TT/ J J J
0 0 0

(5.33)

The ^-integration is elementary while the (£, Tj)-integration is discussed in
appendix B. The asymptotic expansion for At. is found from (B.19) to be

At — Aö'( — log e — 2y + 1). (5.34)

Similarly we find:

Hi — T)o'(-log e - 2 y + 1). (5.35)

By comparison of the results (5.31), (5.32) and (5.34), (5.35) it is seen that,
just as in the BGL-like contributions, there is a logarithmic dependence on the
cut-off parameter in the L' case, whereas in the L case the plasma parameter £
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enters into the logarithm. Both the L' and L contributions satisfy the Eucken
relation.

We can collect now the obtained results and calculate the transport
coefficients in lowest order as they follow from the two alternative composite
collision terms. From (4.2) with (5.5), (5.22) and (5.31) we have

/Ul = Aö ' ( - loge -2y + 21og2 + ! - I / , ) . (5.36)

On the other hand, from (5.16), (5.28) and (5.34) one arrives at the very same
expression for A p, so that we may write

AP^AP, (5.37)

for e-»0. Similarly, we have from both (5.6), (5.25), (5.32) on the one hand
and (5.17), (5.29), (5.35) on the other hand

H f = TIÖ'(- log e - 2y + 2 log 2 +1 - JH) - H ? . (5.38)

From (5.37), (5.38) with (4.14), (4.16) we conclude that in lowest Chapman-
Cowling approximation the heat conductivities and the viscosities following
from the alternative convergent kinetic equations (3.1a) and (3.1b) are in fact
identical for small values of the plasma parameter €:

Ap=Ap, TJP^TJP. (5.39)

Hence in this order of approximation the two kinetic equations are in fact
equivalent in so far as the ensuing transport coefficients are concerned. In the
next paper") we shall generalize this statement by including higher orders of
the Chapman-Cowling approximation scheme.
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Appendix A

Approximate evaluation of the modified Boltzmann (B) contribution to the
inverse heat conductivity

In section 5 we derived the expression (5.14) for the contribution Ag to the
inverse heat conductivity. It contains the integral
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o o

with the function

(A.2)

The function F(TJ) is regular on (0,1]. For TJ | 0 one may write:

F(TJ) = log 7? - 2 fog 2 + | + 0 ( T J ) . (A.3)

The dominant contribution to J(e) for small e follows by inserting (A.3)
instead of (A.2) into (A.I). The error introduced in this way can be proven to
be at most of order € in comparison to the leading term. With the variable
TJ' = 6/(TJ£) we obtain

) = e"' ƒ d£ ƒ dtj'É e"1"' ( - log £ - log 17' + log e - 2 log 2 +1). (A.4)J(e

The integral over T?' can trivially be carried out for all terms between the
brackets except log 17'; >f a partial integration is performed in the latter term
we get

CC X

ƒ [ ƒ ̂ ] (A.5)J(e)«e-' ƒ d{{e-t[e-"<(-21og2 + i)- ƒ ^ e " ] .
0 i

Using the identity £ e~* = - (d/d^)[(^ + 1) e~(] we can eliminate the TJ'-integral
by a partial integration with respect to £:

(A.6)J(€) - e 1 ƒ d^ e - * - * ! ^ - 2 log 2 + i) - 1 -

The asymptotic form of the integral for small e is easily obtained now by
approximating the exponential function. To that end we split the integration
domain into two intervals10), viz. Ji = [0,e"2] and I2 = [e"\00), with contribu-
tions Ji and J2, respectively. In the first interval we expand the function
exp(-£) and introduce the integration variable £' = e/£; the contribution J\ then
becomes

XT' (A.7)
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Since one has15) for small 8 > 0
X X X

d(

(A.8)

with 7 Euler's constant, we find for Jt

j l ( e )^ e - ' ( i | o g € + r) . (A.9)

In the second interval J2 the function exp(- e/£) is expanded; then one obtains
with (A.8)

We) ~ «"'O log e + 7 - 2 log 2 +1). (A. 10)

Adding (A.9) and (A. 10) we arrive at the asymptotic expression of J(e) for
small e:

J(e) = €~1(loge + 27-21og2 + l). (A. 11)

An examination of the correction terms in the above calculation yields a
more precise result

J(e) = e'[log e + 27 - 2 log 2 +1
2 + 0{eU2 s)] (A. 12)

for arbitrarily small positive 8.

Appendix B

Approximate evaluation of the modified Balescu-Guernsey-Lenard (BGL)
and the modified Landau (L) contributions to the inverse heat conductivity

The contribution (5.27) to the inverse heat conductivity contains the double
integral

3C 5C

K(l e) • ƒ dg J dT> (U - e-")

The denominator is positive for all TJ and f, since the functions F)(£) have the
properties F,(0) = 1 and F2(f)>0 for ̂  >0.

The asymptotic form of K({, e) for small e can be obtained by using the
following three approximate expressions for the constituents of the integrand:
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l _ e " { = £-', £9>\, (B.2a)

(Fl+&+Frh *>u (B2b)

In the following, the integration domain wil! be decomposed such that in each
subdomain at least one of these relations may be employed to simplify the
integrand of (B.I).

Let us start by splitting the rj-integration domain into the intervals ln\ =
[e~l/4,°°) and J,2= [0,e""4]. The contribution K, of the first interval to K
follows by applying (B.2b) and performing the integration over TJ:

x

ƒ (B.3)

since j,(z) = - djo(z)/dz.
To proceed further we split the ^-integration domain in turn into the

intervals /{i = [e~1M,°°) and I(2 = [0,e'm], and evaluate the corresponding
contributions Ku and KQ. For Kn we get with the help of (B.2a)

^e"1 ƒ y/o

""[fur ), (B.4)

where we introduced the variable £' = em%. We now employ the auxiliary
relation15) valid for small positive 8:

S S S

= - log 8 - y + 1 + 0(8), (B.5)

with y Euler's constant; as a consequence (B.4) becomes

Ki,(£,€)-€- ' ( -J log e - y + 1). (B.6)

The second part Ki2 of K, (B.3) can be simplified by means of (B.2c):
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ƒ

•e"*), (B.7)

with £' = I/£ Using the asymptotic relation for small 8:

e * - l

= - log S - y + 1 + 0(8), (B.8)

which follows with the help of (A.8), we get

K,2(&e) = €- ' ( - J log e - y + 1 ) . (B.9)

To obtain the asymptotic form of the second part K2 of (B.I) we again split
the ^-integration domain, this time into the intervals J£i = [e~m, °°) and I'i2 =
[0, e~"2]. The contribution KJI from the first interval becomes upon using the
approximation (B.2a) and performing the £ integral

ƒ
Employing moreover the approximation (B.2c) for j 0 we are left with an
elementary integral, which yields

K2,(C, € ) - € ' ' [ - 1 log e -G(Ol (B.ll)

with G(f) from (5.24). Finally, we consider the contribution K22 from the
interval l'^. Since we may use now the approximation (B.2c) at once, K22

factorizes into a product of two integrals each of which can be estimated
easily:

KM,*) = le ƒ dmi -e -« , ƒ d, ^ +

Adding (B.6), (B.9), (B.ll) and (B.12) we arrive at the asymptotic form of
the complete integral (B.I):

K(£, € ) - € " ' [ - log e - 2 7 + 2 - G«)J. (B.13)

A detailed examination of the remainder terms in the various contributions to
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K leads to the more precise statement:

(B.14)

for arbitrarily small positive exponent 5.

In the main text we also need an asymptotic expression for the integral
K°(e), which follows from (B.I) by putting F\ and F2 equal to 0 and inserting a
factor exp(- €£) (see (5.33)):

?C 3L

= ƒ d£ ƒ (B.15)
o o

By introducing the variable TJ' = er\£ and performing the TJ'-integral we get

K0(e) = e - 'ƒ (B.16)

As before we split the ^-integration domain into the intervals J î and ƒ52. From
the first interval we obtain with the use of (B.2a):

KK«)-e- ƒ f e - W ƒ f,
= €"'(- Ï lOg € - r ) , (B.17)

where (A.8) has been used. In the second interval we may replace exp(-e£)
by 1; with the help of (B.8) we then find

(B.18)

(B.19)

Addition of (B.17) and (B.18) yields

K°(e ) - e - 1 ( - l oge -27 + l),

or more precisely:

K°(e) = € - ' [ - log e - 2 7 + 1 + ©( (B.20)

with 8 > 0, as follows by estimating the neglected terms in the asymptotic
expansions.
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The generating functions for the collision brackets associated with two alternative convergent
kinetic equations are derived for small values of the plasma parameter. It is shown that the first
few terms in the asymptotic expansions of these generating functions are identical. Consequently,
both kinetic equations give rise to the same transport coefficients in arbitrarily high order of the
Chapman-Cowling truncation scheme.

1. Introduction

In the first paper1) of this series we have studied the heat conductivity and
the viscosity of a hot dilute plasma by applying the Chapman-Enskog scheme
to two alternative convergent kinetic equations. In lowest order of the
Chapman-Cowling truncation procedure both equations turned out to lead to
identical asymptotic forms of the transport coefficients for small values of the
plasma parameter e. The purpose of the present paper is to extend these
results by including higher-order terms in the Chapman-Cowling ap-
proximation procedure.

In order to derive the higher-order contributions to the transport
coefficients collision brackets of increasing complexity must be determined. A
convenient tool to achieve this is furnished by the generating function for
these brackets. Once the generating function is known general conclusions
about the brackets of arbitrarily high order can be drawn. In particular, a
comparison of the generating functions associated with the two convergent
equations will enable us to establish the equivalence of these equations in so
far as the ensuing transport properties are concerned.

In section 2 the definition and some general properties of the generating
functions for collision brackets will be presented. These functions will be
evaluated asymptotically in sections 3-5 for the various partial collision terms
that occur in the convergent kinetic equations. In the final section it will be

0378-4371/82/0000-0000/$02.75 © 1982 North-Holland
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proved that the generating functions for the convergent kinetic equations are
identical in the limit of small plasma parameter.

2. Definition of generating functions for collision brackets

For the calculation of the heat conductivity and the viscosity in arbitrary
order of the Chapman-Cowling approximation one needs collision
brackets1'2) of the general form

v ~ V) •, S$+m&pm(v - VftT0\v - V)]. (2.1)

Here I denotes the rank of the tensor T(l) associated with the transport
phenomenon. In particular, / = 1 corresponds to heat conduction, with
T(1)(o) = a, and I = 2 to viscosity, with V2)(.a) = aa-\a2i). The dot • denotes the
complete contraction of the tensors T(I). The Sonine polynomials appearing in
(2.1) are defined as:

Both S(p'+l/2) and T(l) depend on the velocity v of an individual particle and the
hydrodynamical velocity V. Dimensionless velocities will be denoted by a bar,
i.e. v = Ü/Bm)"1», with p the inverse temperature and m the mass of the
particles.

A more convenient form of the collision brackets is obtained by introducing
the spherical-tensor formalism1). Then (2.1) becomes (apart from a trivial
factor)

B}, = 2 [S(
p
I+1/2){(» - Vn®Uv - V), Sy+"2){(t5 - VflVUv - V)], (2.3)

l

with %m the regular solid spherical harmonics. In (1.4.15) and (1.4.17) the
quantities AM and Hpq, which determine the heat conductivity and the
viscosity, have been defined. They are related to B'pq in the following way:

225 kB

(2-4)

Instead of discussing (2.3) for various values of I, p and q we will introduce
a generating function which itself can be written as a collision bracket. We
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define:

'(x, y) = 2 [M*|S - V\)Y,m(v - V), i,(y\v - V|) Y £,(« - V)]. (2.5)

Here 'h is the modified spherical Bessel function of order {. In contrast to the
solid harmonics appearing in (2.3) the spherical harmonics Y,m occurring here
depend only on the direction of their vectorial argument.

We will now demonstrate the generating character of 38'(x, y) by expanding
it into a power series in x and )• with coefficients that contain Bl

pq. Sub-
stitution of the expansion

in (2.5) yields

4

where ÈL is the collision bracket

B'rs,

B\s= 2 [(v-V)2rY,m(v-V),(v-V)2sYUv
m=-l

By employing the relation4)

z" =2

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

which is the inverse of (2.2), one may express B'„ in terms of B'pq. Sub-
sequently (2.7) becomes

(2.10)

Hence the relevant collision brackets Bpq can indeed by derived from 98'.
The family of /-dependent generating functions (2.5) can be obtained from a

"master" generating function as we will show by the following reasoning.
From the Rayleigh-like expansion

2
m=-l

i,(ax)Ylm(a)YUx)

and the orthogonality of the Yim we have

i,(ax)Ylm(a) = ƒ ^ Ylm(x) e"". (2.12)

Here x is the unit vector x/|x| and ƒ dx denotes the integral over all directions
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of x. Upon insertion of (2.12) into (2.5) we get

'<*, y) = 2 ƒ £
If we define

then (2.13) can be written as

with

Since 3)

i

T^YtaWY £,(*)<•).

35

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

One may regard 3*, as an operator, which selects the contribution of a specific
value of /. By a rotational-symmetry argument it is easily seen that
UiYim, it'Yf'm'] vanishes, unless / = I' and m = -m'; hence, from (2.5) and (2.14)
the formal solution of (2.15) is found as

(2.19)

The brackets for the convergent collision operators discussed in paper I are
linear combinations of the Boltzmann-, Balescu-Guernsey-Lenard- and Lan-
dau-type brackets. From (2.14) it follows that the generating functions asso-
ciated with the convergent collision terms are likewise combinations of those
generating the partial brackets. The latter will be discussed in the following
sections.

wherePi is the Legendre polynomial of order /, we have

3. The generating function for the Boltzmann collision brackets

The collision bracket associated with the Boltzmann collision operator is
given by (1.4.3). Hence the explicit expression for the generating function
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(2.14) reads in the Boltzmann (B') case:

»*<*, y) = \ ƒ dt) dv' Ail ^ \v - v'\fM(v)fM(v')

x r x (8-V) + e x • (ë'-V) _ g i -<ö,-V) _ x •<»'rVh

xCe'^'-^ + e ' -^-^-e ' -^ ' -^-e ' -" 1-*»! , (3.1)

where /M is the local Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, given by (1.3.3). Let us
introduce the centre-of-mass and the relative velocities V = k» + v') =
i(v\ + v'\), ü = v - »' and «i = «i - »J. Since daldfï depends only on ü| and ü,
but not on V, the Ü-integration can be performed. The result reads:

ƒ dö dfl ^\ü\ e'*2'2

( x ) ^ ( y ) [ e - eu ' f i+> ' f i | ) / 2

_ e ( x • «,+J- • S)/2 + g(x • «,+JP • i i , ^ ^ ^32)

Here we introduced the symmetry operator y(a) which is defined as

F(-a) for arbitrary functions F{a). We now apply the
expansion (2.11) to the expression in brackets in (3.2). From the first term we
obta:::

2 2 2 1 ï 1 1 2 ï y l 2 ( f i ) . (3.3)
'i '2 "ii.mj

Here and in the following the primes at the summation signs indicate the
restriction to even values of the summation variables. In the integrand of (3.2)
the expression (3.3) is multiplied by a factor, which depends only on |ü| and
ü • ü\. Hence only the part of (3.3) that is independent of the direction of ü
contributes to the integral in (3.2). This rotational-invariant part reads

' (21 + i)ii(ixfi)iiGyM)Pi(x • y). (3.4)

as follows from (2.17). Since one has |«| = |«i| the fourth term in (3.2) yields
an identical contribution. The second and the third term in (3.2) can be treated
similarly. Since the argument of Y*imi in (3.3) is now ü> instead of ü, the part
that is invariant with respect to simultaneous rotation of ö, and ö (keeping
«i • ü fixed) is found to be of the form of (3.4), with Pt(u • u{) appearing as an
extra factor in the summand. In this way (3.2) is seen to evolve into

S8i(x, y) = 2 e(*+>)2/8 2 ' (2/ + l)Pi(* • y)H(x, y), (3.5)
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where the index i equals B' and where

/'*(*, y) = k-3/2(/3m)-"2 ƒ do dil jfj\ü\e-i2/2i,(ixfi)i,(èyfi)[l - P,(ü • fi,)],

(3.6)

with even / è 2. For / = 0 we trivially have 1% = 0. It should be noted that I{,-,
and hence 38B', is symmetric under an interchange of its arguments.

The integrals I'v can be linked to the ^-integrals (1.5.3). To this end we
express the Legendre polynomials for even I as a hypergeometric function4):

P,(z) = (-l)w(j /
/)2- '2F,(-J/, il + \, J; z2). (3.7)

Using the power series expansion (2.6) for the U we obtain

m,n=0 p=0

f
m !n !p \ r ( l + m + i ) ( M)P

(3.8)

for even / ê 2. The 12-integrals satisfy an asymptotic expansion for small
plasma parameter e, which has been derived by Kihara5). In appendix A we
show how his result can be written in a more elegant form, which reads

32 A " 2 / ( r " 1 ) ! ( " ^g £ - 27 + 2 log 2 + Sr_,- TV2), (3.9)

for even / s 0 and r § 2 . Here we have introduced the notations

2 v! + Ö - 20(2), (3.10)
J = i l ) - l

with 0(z) = dlogr(z)/dz.
The asymptotic expression for Vw follows by insertion of (3.9) into (3.8).

The summation over p in (3.8) can then be performed. To that end we note
that the first four terms in (3.9) give rise to

( 3 - n )
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which can be evaluated as a hypergeometric function:

- n{2n + 1)2F,(- n + 1, H + i \\ 1) = ( - l ) "2 n l " p " . / ) » '• <312>

The last term in (3.9) leads to the sum

i É ( ~ W f f i + i ) & - » & ] • (3-13)
p = l V -\Vp

It may be written in terms of a hypergeometnc function and its derivative

— i j L T v (~")p(n + )̂p ]
~2dz Lp̂ i " pKz + i)P

 PL=o

_ 1 d [n(2n + 1)

2 T n " ] ) -

To obtain the last line we expressed the hypergeometric function in F-
functions, which lead upon differentiation to the sums denned in (3.10).

With the use of (3.11)-(3.12) and (3.13)-(3.14) we find from (3.8) with (3.9)
the asymptotic expression for I&:

O f < m > 2 cL(-i y)
m m,n=0

(3.15)

with the abbreviations

, (t + m + w-1)! .
Cmn mi {iW)

The asymptotic expression for the generating function is obtained by sub-
stituting (3.15) in (3.5).

4. The generating function for the 'modified Boltzmann collision brackets

The collision bracket (1.4.10) associated with the modified Boltzmann
operator becomes upon insertion of exponential functions according to (2.14):

986(x, y) = - 2 ƒ dU du drfM(V + ïu)fM(V - 2«) exp(-kDr-j)kDu • r
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where kD = e(/3n)"2 is the reciprocal Debye length and rL = j3e2/4ir the Landau
length. The velocity w has been defined in (1.3.16). The U-integration in (4.1)
is readily performed. We obtain

S8B(*,y) = -7r-3 /2(/3m)- | / 2e (^ )2 /8 | d« Or e x p ( - ^ H 2 - k D r - ^ )

x kDü - rïf(xW{y) exp&x • « + y • *)]. (4.2)

By a reasoning, which is quite similar to that of the previous section, we find
that 3&B can again be written as in (3.5), with i = B. Instead of (3.6) we now
have

ILv(x, y) = -{7T-3/2(/3m)-|/2 ƒ dii dr e x p ( - | Ü2- kDr -ty

x M • i»i,(| xfi)i,Ö yïv)P/(ü • w), (4.3)

for even / § 2. In the case / = 0 one has IB = 0 owing to the antisymmetry in
the r-integration. In contrast to (3.6) Is(x, y) is not symmetric under per-
mutation of its arguments, since the norms of ü and w differ. Hence the
generating function 58B(*, y) itself is not symmetric with respect to x and y.

As in section 5 of paper I we introduce in (4.3) the variables £ = /3E,
TJ = (piE (where E = |m«2 + <p and <p = e2l4irr) and <' = H • w. Then we obtain
the following expression for JB:

<* 1

o o

with

FI(TI) = (1 — ij) I d£ 7^3—' ,,. _—nró n ( t )• (4.5)

The function FJ(T)) can be looked upon as a generalization of F(TJ), which we
introduced in (1.5.15); in particular, we have F2(T>) = |F(rj). On the interval
(0,1] the function F|(KJ) is regular, while for TJ | 0 its asymptotic expression is:

F,(tj) ==!/(/+ l)(log TJ - 2 log 2 + \Sin + T1/2), (4.6)

as will be derived in appendix B; the numbers Si and T, have been defined in
(3.10). We will use this expression in appendix C to obtain the asymptotic
form of the integral in (4.4) for small plasma parameter e. From (C.9) we
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have

/*(*, y ) « 3 2 f f i C » t t ' ( ' + » J _ o
 c'«- ( - ' ° 8 e + r & m + n ) ( s *2)"2+m(* y2)'/2+n'

(4.7)

where c L has been defined in (3.16) and where

r l = - 2 7 + 2 log 2 + Si+k-, - 1 S,/2 - T,/2. (4.8)

We note that the difference between (4.7) and (3.15) is contained in the F*. In
fact, we have from (3.17) and (4.8)

rS-rï-i. (4.9)
The asymptotic expression (4.7) for ƒ & is invariant under the interchange of

x and y. From (3.5) it follows that the generating function 38 B becomes
likewise symmetric for e-»0. Consequently, although the collision brackets
Bp4 associated with the modified Boltzmann collision operator are in general
asymmetric in p and q, the symmetry is restored in leading order with respect
to €.

5. Generating functions for the Balescu-Guernsey-Lenard and the Landau
collision brackets

In this section we shall derive expressions for the generating functions of
the brackets associated with the BGL and L collision terms, both in their
original and in their modified form.

The collision bracket that follows from the ordinary BGL equation has
been given in (1.4.4). With the use of this expression the generating function
(2.14) becomes

e4 (
SBBGIXX, y) = ]6iTimi J de dt>' dqS[q • (o - «')]

Here €<0) is the dielectric permeability of the plasma in local equilibrium. The
integral over q is logarithmically divergent for large |q|; for that reason a
cut-off at \q\ = koA, with A §> 1, is implied in (5.1). For the evaluation of 98BGL
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it is convenient to introduce instead of v and v' centre-of-mass and relative
velocities Ü and ü, of which the components orthogonal to and parallel with q
are denoted by labels 1 and ||, respectively. The integral over «n then becomes
trivial on account of the 8-function, while the ü±- and Üx-integrations are
Gaussian. After a transformation to the new variables £ = (Ü - V\ and
•n = qlkD one gets with the help of (1.5.19)

tf»f~ ..\ v 2 e j3 f d q „u?+y?)/4/-*,-y,/2 « w /
=*>i(*»y)= "^—} i/; I ~£X\]y\\e 1 -1 ( e l L — i ) i j (

with i = BGL. The Tj-£-integrations are contained in the integral

A x

f f Tj 3 e" 2 f 2 + { z

-•BGlAZJ I OTJ I Q^ r rj. y j,v , «212 i p» / »*\2 ' W—'/

0 -»

where Fi and F2 have been defined in (1.5.20). The -n-integral is elementary;
for large A one finds

00

hodz) - ( f ) "2 ez2/8 log A - ƒ d£ e-2i2+(2G(O, (5-4)
—00

with

1 2 2 Fi(£) (IT rFi(£)ll

The generating function for the brackets of the modified BGL collision term
follows directly from (5.1) by replacing a factor e2q~2 by the Fourier trans-
formed effective potential <PBGL(<7), as defined in section 3 of paper I. Intro-
ducing in (1.3.23) the dimensionless variable £ = rlrL and taking the same steps
as above we arrive again at (5.2), with JBGL(Z) given by

00 00 30

= e ƒ d | ƒ dr, ƒ (5.6)

In appendix B of paper I the asymptotic form of the £-17-integral for small
values of e has been derived. Inserting the result (I.B.13) into (5.6) we obtain:

30

InfiiXz) - ( f )"2 ez2/8(-log e-2y + 2)- f 'dt e-
2f2+{zG(f). (5.7)

—00

Let us consider now the generating functions for the brackets associated
with the Landau-type collision terms. The brackets for the ordinary Landau
collision term L' follow, according to the remark below (1.4.4), from those for
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the BGL case by putting e(0) equal to 1 and inserting a factor q4/(q2+k[>)2.
Carrying out these manipulations in (5.1) we are led to (5.2) with an Iv(z) that
is found from (5.3) by deletion of both F, in the denominator and insertion of
a factor V / 0 + TJ2)2:

A x

h(z) = ƒ dn ƒ df ( T f ^ p e-*** - ( f ) "2 e l 2 >g A - J). (5.8)
o -=

Likewise, the generating function for the modified Landau case L is
obtained from that of the BGL case by the replacements e(0)-»l and
4>BóiAq)-* <f>l(q) (as given by (1.3.27)). Correspondingly, we put Fi = 0 = F2 and
insert a factor exp(-ef) in (5.6):

OC 90 GC

IL(z) = € ƒ d£ ƒ dt, ƒ d^f (1 - e""*) e-%(ei£) e-2{2+{z. (5.9)
0 0 - = »

The first terms in the asymptotic expansion of the ^-TJ-integral for small c
have also been derived in appendix B of paper I. From (I.B.19) we get

§ ) e 2 2 / 8 ( - l og€ -2 7 +l ) . (5.10)

The linearized collision terms and the collision brackets associated with the
convergent kinetic equations labelled P and P both contain the difference of a
BGL-like and a Landau-like contribution. For that reason we are interested in
the generating functions 38BGL-U and S8BGL-L, which follow by substituting in
(5.2) either the difference of (5.4) and <5.8), viz.

x

( \ 1/2 r

f ) e ' 2 ' 8- J d£e-2<2+*G(f), (5.11)
or the difference of (5.7) and (5.10)

oo

/ B G L - L ( 2 ) ^ / B Ó L ( 2 ) - / L ( Z ) - ( | ) 1 / 2 ez 2 / 8- ƒ df e-2<2+*G(f). (5.12)

It should be noted that the cut-off parameter A has dropped out of (5.11).

6. Comparison of the generating functions associated with the convergent
kinetic equations for plasmas with small c

The generating functions discussed in the previous sections have the form
of a collision bracket according to (2.14). Hence, we observe from (1.4.2) that
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the generating functions associated with the convergent kinetic equations
labelled P and P in (1.3.1) follow directly from those generating the partial
brackets. In particular, we have for the convergent equation with label P:

®p=3bB- + S&BGL-U- (6.1)

Here 98B- and 98BGL-L- are given by (3.5) with (3.8), and (5.2) with (5.11),
respectively. For small e (3.8) may be replaced by its asymptotic version
(3.15). The generating function for the convergent equation with subscript P
reads likewise:

S8P=S86+9BBÖL-L, (6-2)

with 98B following from (3.5) with (4.4) and SBBGL-L from (5.2) with (5.6) and
(5.9). For small e (4.4) has the asymptotic form (4.7), while (5.6) and (5.9) lead
to (5.12).

In paper I it has been proved that the asymptotic expressions for the
lowest-order collision brackets are the same for both convergent kinetic
equations. In this section we shall prove that this is a property shared by all
collision brackets of the general form of B'pq (2.3). In fact, it will be shown
that the generating functions (6.1) and (6.2) for these brackets have identical
asymptotic expressions for small €. To establish this result we shall study the
functions

498BGL-L = &BGL-L- - &BGL-L , (6-3)

which together determine the difference of (6.1) and (6.2):

L. (6.4)

The asymptotic expression of 498B is obtained from (3.5) with (3.15), (4.7)
and (4.9) as

B - l6Jimtlieix+yymA®B, (6.5)

where 4 9 8 B is defined as

£ 1 B = Ï it 2 ' (2/ + i)/a + i)P.(i • y) 2 cUt x2)"2+X y2)"2+n. (6.6)

Likewise, from (5.2) with (5.11) and (5.12) an asymptotic expression for
498BGL-L is found that is analogous to (6.5). Instead of (6.6) one has in this
case

L-L = - ƒ $ xm[e^+>S« - e"^>2 '8]. (6.7)

The expressions (6.6) and (6.7) will be studied now consecutively.
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The coefficient c'mn occurring in (6.6) has been defined in (3.16). It contains a
product of F-functions, which have originated from the series expansion (2.6)
for the modified spherical Bessel functions i'i. An expression that is closely
related to the right-hand side of (6.6) follows by starting from the Rayleigh
expansion (2.11). Using (2.17) and the orthogonality of the spherical har-
monics one may prove the identity

— (e + e *)(e * + e *)• (6-8)

If the power series (2.6) for the i( functions are inserted in the left-hand side
we arrive at a triple sum of a similar type as in (6.6). However, one may
observe the following differences. In the first place an extra factor 1(1 + 1)
occurs in (6.6); furthermore the coefficient c'mn (3.16) contains the factorial
(1 + m + n - 1)!, which is absent in (6.8). The factor 1(1 + 1) can be generated in
(6.8) by making use of the Legendre differential equation in the form

(6.9)

with the operator

#U) = ( t 2 - l )d 2 /d t 2 + 2fd/dt. (6.10)

If this operator acts on both sides of (6.8) one gets

2 ' (2/ + 1)1(1 + l)P,(x • y)i,(kxMky)

= <£(i • y)i j ^lekix+>) + e'1*'*]. (6.11)

Since !£(x • y) is a differential operator one may add a constant to the
integrand at the right-hand side. For reasons that will become clear presently
we use this freedom to insert a term - 2 between the square brackets.

The factorial (I + m + n - 1)!, which is still missing in (6.11) as compared to
(6.6), can be produced by making use of the identity

r(n) = ƒ dt t n H e~' = 2n + 1 ƒ dfc Je2""1 e"2"2. (6.12)

In fact, if we multiply both sides of (6.11) by 4k ' exp(-2fc2) and integrate the
result over k, the left-hand side becomes identical to (6.6). At the right-hand
side the integrals over k and k combine to an integral over the vector k, so
that we find:

ƒ (6.13)
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Owing to the presence of the term — 2 the integrand is finite in the origin.
Substituting the power series expansions of the exponentials and using (6.12)
we get

where we introduced the vectors

(6.14)

z2 = kx-y). (6.15)

An expression for i?(x • y)z2n may be found by writing z2 as a function of x2,
y2, jc • y and performing the differentiations contained in SB. If Z\ and z2 are
reintroduced subsequently we get

2]z2"-4z2)2]z2 (6.16)

for / = 1,2. The final form for 438B is obtained by substituting (6.16) in (6.14):

458B = 2
2"n!

(2n + l ;[z4-nz2zl + ( n - 2), (6.17)

where (l«-*2) stands for the preceding terms with the indices 1 and 2
interchanged.

Let us consider now the BGL expression (6.7). Again the variables z, (6.15)
will be introduced; in particular, one has x\\y^ = z2j - z\\. If the exponential
functions are replaced by their power series, we obtain

2), (6.18)

with the angular integrals

(6.19)

containing the angles 9-, made by zf with q. For i = j the integral is easily
evaluated6):

= On)»
(2/1 + 3)!!' (6.20)

For i* j it is convenient to choose the polar axis of the spherical-coordinate
system in the direction of z,. The polar angles of q then are (0f, <p,), while those
of Zj will be denoted by (0, <p). The integral (6.19) then becomes

Ag = j - \ d0j d<pi sin2n+l0, [cos 0 cos 0, + sin 0 sin 0; cos(<p - <p,)]2

= ^ZT^(n + ]-n cos2 6). (6.21)
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Upon substitution of (6.20) and (6.21) in (6.18) we arrive at an expression for
L-L which is the inverse of (6.17), so that one has

L-L = 0. (6.22)

In view of (6.4) and (6.5) this is equivalent to the statement

98p = 38p (6.23)

for small values of c. Hence we have established the equivalence of the
convergent kinetic equations labelled P and P in so far as the asymptotic
expressions for the ensuing collision brackets are concerned.
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Appendix A

Asymptotic expansion for the fl-integrals

The asymptotic expression for il"r) that has been derived by Kihara5)
differs from (3.9) by the replacement of TV2 by B,+ 1, where B\ is to be
determined from

A

= ƒ [ l - (A.I)

for A %>l. Following Kihara an explicit expression for Bt can be found by
applying the binomial expansion of (x - 1)' about x = - 1 and integrating term
by term. A more elegant form will be obtained by making use of a recursion
argument.

After a partial integration in (A.I) and substitution of the variable f =
( x - 1)/(JC + 1) we have:
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For 1 = 1,2 we obtain by separation into partial fractions:

J * - 2 log A.

/£ = 41ogA-4.

To determine JÏ for I ë 3 we now derive a recursion relation. From (A.2) it is
easily seen that in the limit A -»°° the following equality holds:

- ^ - ^ = - J drr'-(l

By repetition we arrive at

4
—r, even f ê 2,

JT+2 J f
1 + 2 1

1(1 + 1)
(A4)

These recursion relations can be iterated to obtain (A.I) with

[ T\!2 - 1 , even / s 2,

Bl=' l-l
T(i-i)/2 - ~ 2 J - , odd / § 1,

where T, has been defined in (3.10).

Appendix B

Asymptotic behaviour of the functions F(

The functions F(, which we have defined in (4.5), can be slightly general-
ized. We will consider

-T)) ƒ d£ f~i\ip(O, (B.I)
- l

where P(f) is a polynomial function and fo = (1 — 2Tj)(l - TJ)~"2. In order to
obtain an asymptotic expansion for 17 -»0 (and hence &-» 1) we first note
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Consequently, P{Q in (B.I) can be replaced by P ( f ) - P(£o). From the Taylor
expansion of P(£) about Co we have

Pip- P'(ft>) , l
2

(B.3)
iC-Co)3

where R is the polynomial function

n t Y y \ /*' y \-3r p / y\ T> ir \ / / T \T>'( T \ -If / \-I>"t Y W IXi A\
tKyt^y ^0/ — Vb ï»O/ L* \*>/ ^ \ b O / Vb bOI' vtO/ 2'b SO/ * VbO/I- ' " . ^ v

Substitution of (B.3) in (B.I) and separation into partial fractions yields for

Jf . (B.5)

Let us consider the special case that P is a simple even power of £, i.e.
P(O = C2n- Then the integrand in (B.5) reads:

2n-\

(£ - \)Ri& 1) = 2 H2n'k'1 ~ n(2n - 1). (B.6)

Only the terms in (B.6) with odd k = 21 - I contribute to the integral; in fact,
we have

I

2 " 1 ) = " T n " n~-

Hence in this special case (B.5) becomes

F(TJ) - «(log Tj - 2 log 2 + Tn + \).

( B 7 )

(B.8)

From (B.8) the corresponding asymptotic expression for F|(T|) follows,
since Ft is obtained by inserting a Legendre polynomial of even order / into
(B.I). Using (3.7) we arrive at

/ / \ "2 I l l w l l , h
F,(T,) - ( -1)%' )2-' 2 ( "" 2 ° p , r i)p pQog T, - 2 log 2 + Tp +1). (B.9)

\ 2 ' / P=o p!(5)p

We can perform the p-summation with the help of (3.10)—(3.14). Then the final
result reads

F,(TJ) - \ 1(1 + l)(log 7) - 2 log 2 + i SWÏ + TIG). (B.10)
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Appendix C

Derivation of the asymptotic expressions for the integrals occurring in the
modified Boltzmann generating function

In section 4 we encountered the integrals

X '|[(2^)"2(1 - Tï)1/2*]'l[(2^)1/2y]F|(T}), ( C l )

for even J ê 2 , with F,(TJ) given in (4.5). Substitution of the series (2.6) for i(
leads to

? (C.2)

The coefficients c'mn have been defined in (3.16), while J'mn stands for the
integral

/L(€) = ƒ d̂  ƒ d ^ ' — ^ l - •n)'/2+m-r,-2 e x p ( - ^ - f)F,(t,). (C.3)
0 0

To obtain the dominant contributions to Jl
mn for small € we may proceed as

in appendix A of paper I. First we remark that it is sufficient to consider only
the leading terms in the asymptotic expansion of FI(TJ) around TJ = 0; they
have been given in (4.6). If the factors (1 - TJ) in (C.3) are accordingly
replaced by 1 one gets upon introducing the variable TJ' = C/(TJ£) instead of TJ:

ƒ«ƒ ,-v-f

x ( - log £ - log TJ' + log e - 2 log 2 + 21 SOT + T„2). (C.4)

The integral over TJ' is easily performed for all terms between the parentheses
except log TJ'. The contribution of the latter may be rewritten by carrying out
two partial integrations, first with respect to TJ' and then, by means of the
identity

G U ) -«'••'• (C5)

with respect to .̂ As a result we obtain from (C.4)
oo

Jlm,(e)-iI(l + l)e~' f d£exp(-f-É)
o

+m+n" l(-21og2 + ^S,,2+T,/2)-

(C.6)
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We now split the integration domain into the intervals I\ = [0,em] and
h = [e"2,°°). In the first interval exp(-£) can be replaced by unity. With the
variable £' = e/£ the dominant terms in the contribution from l\ become

- i 1(1 + D(/ + m + n- \)le J P
= i 1(1 + l)(l + m + n- l)\€-\i log 6 + 7). (C.7)

Here we used the identity (I.A.8). In the second interval J2 one may omit the
factor exp(- e/£). Integration then yields

JL,2<€) - J HI + I)(l + m + M - 1)!(| log € + 7 - 2 log 2

- S/+m+n-i + 3 S//2 + Tj/2). (C.8)

Adding (C.7) and (C.8) we arrive at the asymptotic expression for J'mn{e) in i
the neighbourhood of e = 0: j

J L ( € ) » 1 W + DC + m + R - Dfe-'dog e + 2 7 - 2 log 2 !

(C.9)

The omitted terms are at most of order e"2 as compared to the leading
contributions.
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ON THE EQUIVALENCE OF CONVERGENT KINETIC
EQUATIONS FOR HOT DILUTE PLASMAS

III. COLLISION TERMS WITH EFFECTIVE INTERACTIONS
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A general class of approximate expressions for the pair correlation function of a classical
one-component plasma with small plasma parameter e is discussed. The collision terms which
follow from these approximate correlation functions are characterized by effective potentials that
differ from the bare Coulomb potential by modulation factors depending on the interparticle
distance. It is shown that for small € the transport coefficients are independent of the precise
form of the modulation factors.

1. Introduction

In this series of papers convergent kinetic equations for classical one-
component plasmas with a small plasma parameter are studied. In particular,
in papers I and II1'2) we discussed the consequences of a collision term put
forward recently by Kleinsmith3) and Mondt4). To obtain their result these
authors introduced as an essential ingredient a particular approximation for
the non-equilibrium pair correlation function. The linearized version of their
collision term contains Boltzmann-, Balescu-Guernsey-Lenard- and Landau-
like contributions, which are each separately convergent. This convergence is
guaranteed by the occurrence of effective interactions that differ from the
bare Coulomb interaction by additional 'modulation' factors depending on the
interparticle distance; these factors are determined by the equilibrium pair
correlation function. In papers I and II we have shown that the dominant
terms of the ensuing transport coefficients for small plasma parameter are the
same as those following from an earlier type of convergent kinetic equa-
tion5"7). It remained unclear, however, whether this equivalence is a special
feature of the particular approximation for the pair correlation function used in
refs. 1 and 2.

To settle this question we shall investigate in the present paper a larger
class of convergent kinetic equations. This class arises by weakening the

0378-4371/82/0000-0000/$02.75 © 1982 North-Holland
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assumptions that lead to the approximate expression for the pair correlation
function. As a consequence the linearized collision term is again the sum of
Boltzmann-, BGL- and Landau-like expressions with effective interactions.
However, the modulation factors are now left unspecified; only certain
scaling properties are required. In fact, in the Boltzmann case the modulation
factor varies appreciably only over distances of the order of the Debye length
rD; in the BGL case the modulation is present only for distances of the order
of the Landau length rL.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the general properties of the
modulation factors are established. To that end a general approximation
scheme for the pair correlation function of a non-equilibrium plasma is
developed. Subsequently, in section 3, the asymptotic form of the generating
function for the collision brackets is calculated with the use of the techniques
described in the preceding papers of this series.

2. Approximate expressions for the pair correlation function

For a spatially homogeneous plasma the single-particle distribution function
ƒ, satisfies the equation:

(2.1)

where g(rl-r2, vt, v2, t) = f2(r{, r2, «,, v2, t)-fi(ru «,, t)ft(r2, v2, t) is the pair
correlation function and <p(r) = e2l4iTr the Coulomb potential. For a hot dilute
plasma, with plasma parameter e <£ 1, the three-particle correlations are neg-
ligible. Then the pair correlation function is the solution of

*\
^•g(»*i - r2, vi, v2, 0 = - » i • Vr,g(r, - r2, »,, v2, t)

1

+

m ~ki' ƒ dl"3 d t ) 3 [ V ' i < p ( r ' ~ r ^ l ( r " »•• f ) g ( r 2 ~ r " "2 ' »3, 0 + (1 *• 2),

(2.2)

where (l«-»2) stands for the preceding terms with the indices 1 and 2
interchanged. For a hot dilute plasma the pair correlation function relaxes
much faster than the single-particle distribution function. Hence, the pair
correlation function depends on the time only through the time dependence of
the single-particle distribution function. The eq. (2.2) then determines the pair
correlation function as a functional of the single-particle distribution function.
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Substitution of this functional in the right-hand side of (2.1) yields the kinetic
equation.

Eq. (2.2) is too complicated to be solved for g. However, as is well known"),
approximate solutions can be found by considering the scaling properties of
the various terms in the right-hand side. To that end we introduce the
dimensionless quantities rlr0, vlv0, and t/r0, where r0 is either the Landau
length rL or the Debye length rD = e~'rL; furthermore uo = (j3m)""2 and fo =
rolvo. In the case ro= rL the integral in (2.2) turns out to be negligible, since it
is of order e2 with respect to the remaining terms. The solution of the ensuing
equation is the Boltzmann expression gB for the pair correlation function. It
depends (apart from the velocities) on rlrL; for r> rLit shows no structure.
Such functions will be called of short-range type in the sequel. On the other
hand, if r0 = rD the second term within the brackets in (2.2) is of relative order
e and may be omitted. Then the Balescu-Guernsey-Lenard expression gBGL is
obtained for g. It varies appreciably only over distances of the order of rD and
will hence be called a function of long-range type. Under suitable circum-
stances both the Boltzmann- and BGL-expressions for g reduce to the
Landau form gL.

By using scaling arguments an approximate solution of (2.2), which holds
for all values of the interparticle distance r, has been obtained by Kleinsmith1)
and Mondt4), independently. We give a succinct version of their argument.
Since g = gB for r ^ rL, one may write

g = gBgi, 0 ^ r < o o , (2.3)

where g, = 1 for r *s rL. Similarly, since g = gBGL for r ^ rD, one may write

where g2 = 1 for r ** rD. One can combine (2.3) and (2.4) as follows:

g = gBgBGLgj, 0 « r < oo. (2.5)

Then gBGLgj = 1 for r =s rL and gBg3 = 1 for r & rD. Since gBGL = gL for r =£ rL

and gB = gL for r ^ rD, we have

g j = g L » ^ ^ ^ L > ^ ^ ^ D - (<£-O)

As the crucial step in the derivation one now assumes that (2.6) holds for
rL*£ r =s rD as well. Then one concludes

_ gBgBGL Q ̂  < ,2 >7)
8 g L

 v '

The solution (2.7) is not unique. The particular choice (2.3), (2.4) can be
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replaced by

(2.8)

2, (2.9)

or equivalently,

g = gB + gBGL + gv (2.10)

Now g_, must satisfy

gj = -gi.- r*sru, r?srD. (2.11)

The assumption g, = -gi. for rt ^ r^ rn yields

gl.- (2-12)

The kinetic equation which one obtains from (2.12) has been put forward by
Hubbard9).

The argument leading to (2.7) and (2.12) can be generalized in the following
way. We put for all r = r, - r.

g(r, »„ v2, t) = G|[gB(r, »i. «:, 0 | r, «,, t):],
g(r, »,, »2, f) = G2[gRGL(/", t»„ ü;, O | r. vx, t):].

or equivalently

g = G.,(gB, gBCi.l r »i,«:). (2.14)

Then we have

G3(gB,gi. | r, W|,u2) = gB, r « r b

G3(gL , gBGI. \r, W|,»2) = gBC,Ii ' " ^ ' " D . (2.15)

Hence the (r, i>i,ü2)-dependence, which is written explicitly in G.i is implicit
via gB and gL for r ^ r,, and|implicit via gBG, and gL for r ^ rD. We now assume
that the (r, vt, «:)-dependence is governed by gB, gBc,i. and g{ for all r. Then g
gets the form

g = G(gB, gBGi., gu), (2.16)

for some as yet unknown function G.
Since both the arguments of G, and G itself, are pair correlation functions

the function G must be homogeneously linear. We use this property to write

(p ,^ , l). (2.17)

With the variables

= gBGl./gl. (2.18)
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and the abbreviation

G(x, y) = G{x, y, 1), (2.19)

we then have from (2.17)

g = gLG(x, y). (2.20)

From (2.15) we deduce the following properties of the function G:

G(gB, gL, SL) = gB, *2 2i)
G(gL. gBGL, gl) = gBGL-

Since the arguments of G can be regarded as independent variables these
relations are valid for all values of g;. The corresponding properties of the
function G read

y) = y. (2.22)

In the special cases (2.7) and (2.12) we have

G{x,y) = xy (2.23a)
and

G(x,y) = x + y - l , (2.23b)

respectively. In both cases the relations (2.22) are satisfied.
It is clear, that the relations (2.22) do not determine G uniquely. One might

expect that different choices of G, which correspond to different approximate
solutions of (2.2), would lead to alternative expressions for the transport
coefficients. However, the dominant terms for small e in the transport
coefficients will turn out to depend only on some general properties rather than
on the specific form of G.

To obtain the transport coefficients we have to linearize (2.1) about local
thermodynamic equilibrium. To that end we need a linearized expression for
the pair correlation function, which can be obtained from (2.20), if we assume
G to possess sufficient differentiability properties. With the notation 4& =
g, - g f and G(0) = G(x(0\ y(% we have:

We illustrate this relation for
Ag =

From

X

(1.3

(0)

y(0)4gB

•SMI.3.

gf l
gf

+ x(0)4gBGL-x<

10) one has

-exp( - r L / r )
rjr

the case (2.23a):
»)y<0)4gL. (2.25)
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^ r/rD). (2.26)

Clearly, the coefficient y<0> of AgB in (2.25) is of long-range type, while the
coefficient JC<0) of AgBGL is of short-range character.

As a generalization we shall now consider functions G such that the
coefficients [5G/&c](0) and [SG/Sy]m in (2.24) have the same properties with
respect to their range as in (2.25), (2.26), without being specified in any more
detail. In other words, we shall write

[
fi •#>f r=«"•£

£]"[£]"•«"©•

with labels 1, s and Is indicating long range, short range and mixed range,
respectively.

The assumptions (2.27) determine the pair correlation function nearly
completely. In fact one has

g a + ( 1 a ) ( g B
8L

for any real number a. The proof is as follows. Since G(0) depends on x(0) and
y(0) only one may conclude from (2.27)

]
r ar" -i<°> r sir* -i(0)

[ f ] ••&">• [ f ] -*<•*<">'
for some functions <p and t//. These relations retain their form outside equili-
brium, as G depends only on x and y. Hence we have:

(2.30)

(2.31)

Consequently G must be some linear combination of xy, x, y and 1. Finally
(2.22) with (2.20) implies that g is the convex combination (2.28).

S2G
~8xT

Similarly

82G
W

= 0.

= 0.
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From (2.27) and (2.28) we are able to identify

(0)

(0)

^ a), (2.32)

According to (2.28) g is a convex combination of the two particular
approximations of the pair correlation function which we have discussed
before. These approximations are known to lead, for small e, to the same
values of the collision brackets, and hence of the transport coefficients1'210).
Since the collision brackets depend linearly on the pair correlation function it
is clear, that the kinetic equation corresponding to the approximation (2.28)
for g yields again the same values for the transport coefficients in the limit of
small e.

Summarizing, we have found that, if the pair correlation function can be
approximated by a function of the general form (2.16) or (2.20) and if
moreover, its functional derivatives have the scaling properties embodied in
(2.27), then g has the form of the convex combination (2.28); the ensuing
transport coefficients are then uniquely determined for small e.

Let us consider now a generalization of the basic assumption (2.16). In fact,
we shall allow the function G to depend not only on gB, gBcL and gL, but also
explicitly on the interparticle distance r. To be able to distinguish short-range
and long-range dependences it is convenient to introduce two arguments,
viz. rlrD and rlrL. Using the homogeneity of the first degree in gj we can write

(2.33)

where x and y have been defined in (2.18). Since g must coincide with the
Boltzmann expression for r =s rL, we have

G(x,\ (2.34)

Similarly, demanding g to reduce to the BGL-expression for r ^ rD, we find

ö(l,y (2.35)
'D ' L /

When we linearize g about local thermodynamic equilibrium we obtain
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again (2.24). From (2.35) we have, since x = 1 for r ^ rD

SG ^

As a consequence we get

5G / = SG SGl 0 ^

(2.36)

(2.37)

For r =s rL, so that y = 1, we obtain a similar relation as (2.37), but now with x
and y interchanged. As before we assume the coefficients of AgB and AgBGL in
(2.24) to be of long-range and short-range type, respectively, so that we may
introduce the notations (2.27). The relation (2.37) and its counterpart for r *s rL

then yield

W

Furthermore, we have from (2.36)

(2.38)

and analogously

(2.39)

(2.40)

In the next section we show that, if (2.38)-(2.40) hold, the ensuing transport
coefficients are independent of the precise form of Rm, R(s) and J?(hi), at least
for small values of the plasma parameter.

3. Uniqueness of the transport coefficients

For a plasma close to thermodynamical equilibrium the single-particle
distribution function satisfies a linearized kinetic equation with a collision term
that follows from the right-hand side of (2.1) by replacing g by Ag = g-g (0> .
Under fairly general assumptions Ag reads according to (2.24) and (2.27):

Ag = Rll)AgB + R{i)AgBGL + Rlls)AgL, (3.1)

with functions J?(l) satisfying the relations (2.38)-(2.40). The ensuing linear
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collision operator f can then be written as

J = /B + IBGL + IL. (3.2)

The operators I, are analogous to those discussed in paper I. In particular, Ig has
the form (1.3.20). In the present case the effective potential <pg is defined through:

Furthermore, IBGL has been given in (I. 3.24). The effective potential <PBGL now
follows from

(3.4)

its Fourier transform is (cf. (I. 3.23)):

(3<5)

Finally, It has the same form as (I. 3.25); the effective potential <pc is defined by
means of the relation

or equivalently,

^ ^ (3.7)

The transport coefficients are determined by the collision brackets [ft, k],
which are the matrix elements of the linear collision operator I. As in paper II, the
general properties of the collision brackets can be studied by making use of a
generating function, which we have defined as

) = [ex(e-*\e!'li-% (3.8)

with v = (ipm)U2v the dimensionless velocity of an individual particle and V the
dimensionless hydrodynamical velocity. From the generating function 38 all
brackets determining the transport coefficients can easily be derived with the
help of (II. 2.4), (II. 2.10) and (II. 2.19).

The generating function for the Boltzmann-type brackets can be discussed
along the lines of section 4 of paper II. It has the general form

S9B(x, y) = 2e(jl+»2/8 £ ' (2/ + l)P,(x • $)I'B(X, y), (3.9)
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with

x, y) = k~3'2(j3m)-"2 ƒ dü dr exp(- l « 2 - y )

x ü (3.10)

(cf. (II. 3.5) and (II. 4.3)). Here i( are modified spherical Bessel functions and P,
Legendre polynomials. Furthermore, w is the dimensionless relative velocity in
the infinite past of two particles that have a dimensionless relative velocity ü and
a relative position r at a finite time; its explicit expression has been given in (I.
3.16). Upon introducing new integration variables in (3.10) and expanding the
Bessel functions we obtain (cf. (II. 4.4) with (II. C.I) and (II. C.2)):

with numerical coefficients c\m that have been defined in (II. 3.16) and with

L(€) = - ƒ d£ ƒ d^'+m+"-2(l - „ ) « — V *
0 0

(3.12)

which is a generalization of (II. C.3). The dominant contributions for small e may
be found by dividing the ^-integration domain into two parts, viz. [0, ea] and
[ea, oo). The choice of a will depend on the behaviour of Rm for small values of its
argument. According to (2.40) Rl\t) tends to 1 for small t. If one has for small t

(3.13)

with p > 0, the dominant contributions to J'mn are found to be

-i)i[- ƒ 3

+ 7 - 2 log 2 - S,+m+n_, + |s,,2 + T(/2 + €((•")j, (3.14)

with q = min[a, (1 - a)p]. The numbers S, and T, have been defined in (II. 3.10).
An alternative form for J'mn is obtained by using (3.13) to write

I d£'—7i— = ~a

i 5
(3.15)
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Then (3.14) becomes

LW_ffl+%+1B+„_„.[-ƒ dpsa

(3.16)

The smallest relative error is obtained by choosing a such that q is as large as
possible. This is achieved by putting a = p/(l + p) = q.

The BGL-type collision brackets are generated by the function 99BGL which
reads according to (II. 5.2)

»BÖL<*, y) = ̂ l?$n ƒ £ ^ 1 1 e u i + ' Ï M V ' ' ^'2 - 1)/BÖL(X, + y,). (3.17)

The lables || and 1 denote components parallel with and perpendicular to the unit
vector q. The integral JBGi. is defined as

= e ƒ d£ e-2J2+^K(^, e), (3.18)

with
x a:

, «) - ƒ dg ƒ d i f H ^ ^ ^ f p ^ (3-19)
0 0

(cf. (II.5.6) and (I. B.I)); the functions Ff(£) appearing here have been given in (I.
5.20). The dominant contributions of (3.19) for small e can be obtained by a
reasoning which we developed in appendix B of paper I. Both the £- and
T) -integration domains are divided into two intervals, with boundaries depending
on e and on the behaviour of Rls\t) for large t. We shall assume, in accordance
with (2.39), that for large ( the asymptotic form of J?'"0 is given by

Rw(t) = 1 + at~' + Ü( r r ) , (3.20)

with exponents r' > r > 0 and with an arbitrary constant a. The 17-domain is split
now at the point e"b, and the ̂ -interval at c"c for tj e [ e ~ \ °°) and at e"c for
T) G [0, €~b], with b, c, c' E [0,1] as yet undetermined. Then the dominant terms
of K(f, e) for small e are found as

K«,e) = -'[ƒ d^^( lc) log€ + l+

(3.21)

The function G(£) has been defined in (1.5.24). Furthermore, s = min[2b,
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1 - b - c, 2(1 - b - c'), cr', c'r]. With the use of the auxiliary relation

(3.22)

one arrives at the simpler expression for K(£, e):

(3.23)

The choices of c and c' that lead to the best estimate of the error term are
therefore c =(1 -b) / ( r ' + 1) and c' = 2(1 -b)l{r + 2). For b we take b =
r'/(3r' + 2) if r ' (2-r)s=2r and b = r/(2r + 2) elsewhere; in both cases s = 2b.

Finally we consider the generating function for the Landau-type collision
brackets. The function 98,-, is similar to S8Bói.. as given by (3.17) with (3.18).
Instead of (3.19) we now have:

K°(€) = ƒ d£ ƒ (3.24)

o o

By introducing the variable 17' = erj£ and performing the 77'-integral we get

ê '
(3.25)

We have to use now the properties (2.38) of l?(ls). These will be specified in more
detail, as follows. For ? l > l w e assume

where Q(l) is bounded and t a positive constant. Likewise, for e£ « 1 Rih) is
supposed to have the asymptotic property:

with Q(s> bounded and u a positive exponent. To determine the dominant terms
of (3.2S) for small e the integration domain is again split, this time at the point e~J,
with Ossd*£ 1 as yet unspecified. The contribution from the interval [e~d, oo)
becomes upon insertion of (3.26) and introducing the variable £' = e£:

= e-[- ƒ df^p+C(e* (3.28)
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or, by changing the lower bound of the integral, as in (3.15):

- ƒ d^'^P- - d log 6 + 0(e*) + ©(e"-"")]. (3.29)
6

Similarly, the contribution from [0, e"d] is found upon substitution of (3.27) and
with the use of (3.22)

e"1

- f d f ^ 2 - (i - d) log e + Ü(edr) + 0(e°~
J 6

(3.30)

Adding (3.29) and (3.30) and choosing d = vl(v + w), with v = min(p, «), w =
min(r, () we finally obtain

^ ö - ƒ dè (3.31)

The brackets corresponding to the complete collision operator / (3.2) are
generated by the sum of the partial generating functions 38i(i = B, BGL, L) for
which explicit expressions valid for small e have now been obtained. These
expressions still depend on the unknown functions R(i) and i?(s). If we write the
contributions to the generating functions that contain Rm or R(s) as A%, with

we find for i = B from (3.9) with (3.11) and (3.16)

' (2/ + 1)1(1 + DP/(* • 9)

x E cLÖx2)^"1^2)"2*". (3.33)
m,n=0

Likewise (3.17) with (3.18) and (3.23) yield

Z ^ Z - 2[ ƒ d « ^ ] ƒ J J ^ e ^ + ' J * - e^-*n (3.34)
o

Finally, (3.17) with (3.18) and (3.31) give rise to:
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(3.35)

It has been proved in paper II (see (II. 6.6), (II. 6.7) and (II. 6.22)) that the factors
which multiply the integrals in (3.33) and (3.34) or (3.35) are equal. Hence, it
follows that

A®B + 438BGL + Ami = 0, (3.36)

with an error following from (3.16), (3.23) and (3.31).
From (3.36) we conclude that the dominant terms for small e in the generating

function 38 which determines the collision brackets do not depend on the precise
form of the functions J?o> and R(5). The same applies to the transport coefficients
which follow directly from the collision brackets. Hence, it turns out that
knowledge of the range character of i?(l), J?(s>, J?"s) and of the properties
(2.38)-(2.40) is sufficient to prove the uniqueness of the transport coefficients for
a hot dilute plasma, with small plasma parameter.
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The longitudinal self-diffusion coefficient for a magnetized plasma with a small plasma parameter
is calculated from kinetic theory in the weak-coupling approximation. Asymptotic expressions for this
coefficient are derived in the limits of weak and of strong magnetic field. For intermediate strength
of the magnetic field numerical results are presented.

1. Introduction

Kinetic equations for a magnetized plasma with a small plasma parameter have
been discussed by several authors'). However, up to now little is known about the
quantitative dependence of transport phenomena on the magnetic field.

In this paper we study self-diffusion through a hot dilute plasma in a uniform
magnetic-field. The system considered is a one-component Coulomb plasma with
a neutralizing background. We make use of a weak interaction approximation for
the pair correlation function. The assumption that the single-particle distribution
function satisfies a Markovian equation yields the Landau form for the collision
term. For this model we derive the quantitative dependence on the magnetic field
of the coefficient of self-diffusion along the field.

In the course of the calculation we have found that it is advantageous to avoid
the usual unwieldy series involving Bessel functions and to retain an integration
with respect to time. We have obtained asymptotic expansions in a>B/cop, the ratio
of the Larmor and the plasma frequencies, both for strong and for weak magnetic
fields. For intermediate values of coB/u>p the integrations have been performed
numerically.

2. Derivation from kinetic theory of an explicit expression for the longitudinal
self-diffusion coefficient

For a spatially homogeneous plasma in a uniform stationary magnetic field B
the single-particle distribution function ƒ, satisfies the equation

0378-4371/84/S03.00 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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-r2,Pl,p2, t), (2.1)

where g(rl-r2,Pi,pi,t)=fi(ri,r2,pupiti)-f){px,i)fl(p1,t) is the pair cor-
relation function, v{r) the interaction between the particles, coB = eB/mc the
Larmor frequency, and Ê a unit vector along the magnetic field. Neglecting triple
correlations we have the following equation for the pair correlation function:

jtg{rx - r2,pt,p2, t) = -i£?(r„ Ate(rt - r2,px,p2, t)

»(ki - r2|)] • — [ƒ•(/»•, 0f\(j>2, 0 + g(Ti - r2,Pl,p2, t)]

— • dr3 ̂ ^ " ( h ~ - r3,p2,p2, t)

(2.2)

where Lffcr,p) = —i{plm)'Vr — ioiB{p A B) • d/dp is the Liouville operator for a
single particle in a magnetic field and (1 <-» 2) stands for the preceding terms with
indices 1 and 2 interchanged.

The Landau-approximation to (2.1) is obtained by retaining only the con-
tribution that is quadratic in the interaction. Hence we require an approximate
solution gL of (2.2) that is correct to first order in v. If we assume that gL vanishes
in the infinite past we have

gd'i ~ '2,Pt,P2, 0 = ƒ d J e - ^ i -

x [FriD(|r, - '2IM' ^/i(Pi' S^P» *) + ( l ~ 2)J • (2.3)

The time evolution which describes the free motion in a uniform stationary
magnetic field is given by

ëL''F(r,p) = F[r(t), p(t)], (2.4)

where r{t) and p{t) are the solutions at time t of the equations of motion with
initial condition (r,p):

r(t) = r+^+ [pL sin <oBt +p± A J?(l - cos <oBt)] = r- e!^ll£, (2.5a)
m mcoB . m

p(t) = P\\+P± cos (oBt +p± A Ê sin (oBt =y_,-p. (2.5b)
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The labels || and 1 indicate components parallel to and perpendicular to the
magnetic field, respectively. Obviously we have

- ( < V P ) = y,-/>. (2.6)

Now the approximate pair correlation function gL is inserted into (2.1) and one
arrives at the kinetic equation2)

+ ">«(/>, A B) - ̂ -j/iO»,, 0 = ̂  * U'i 4ft|[Pr|»(|r, - r2|)]

o

(2.7)

Since in this paper we will be discussing self-diffusion along the magnetic field
only, we may assume the single-particle distribution function to be gyrotropic, i.e.
cylindrically symmetric around B. Then the second term in the left-hand side of
(2.7) vanishes and the arguments pi2(s) in the single-particle distribution functions
can be replaced by pi2- Furthermore, we assume the single-particle distribution
function to relax much slower than the pair correlation function. Hence we may
neglect the difference between the values of/, at times t + s and /, respectively.
In this way the kinetic equation becomes Markovian. Using the Fourier transform
of the interaction v(k) = ƒ dr e~'k'v(r) and changing s to —sv/e obtain from (2.7)

dt dp]

k dse i**'("-'2)/mA-yI • ( - j-)ƒ](/>„ t)fx{p2,t). (2.8)

o

This kinetic equation has been put forward earlier2 5). The above discussion clearly
shows how the assumptions of gyrotropy and Markovian behaviour enter into the
derivation.

If MPt't) — nfo(P), where « is the number density and fo(p) =
(Pllnmf11 exp( - pp2/2m), the right-hand side of (2.8) vanishes. In fact, it
becomes then

X

foiPi) j - y - 5 "(*) 2* ds T- te '*''s'(" ~ri)im} • (2-9)
0
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Now the .s-integration yields — 1, so that the k -integrand is anti-symmetric; thus
the expression (2.9) vanishes.

In order to obtain a linearized collision operator we write

'„/) = «/o(/»i)[l+*(/»i» 01- (2.10)

For small deviations from equilibrium the kinetic equation (2.8) may be replaced
by its linear form,

= -n2[Ih](Pi,t), (2.11)
dt

with a linearized collision operator / that follows directly from (2.8). Since we
want to study self-diffusion we consider all particles but a small number of tagged
ones to be in thermodynamic equilibrium. Correspondingly, the distribution
function for the tagged particles satisfies a linearized kinetic equation, that
contains Is instead of /; explicitly,

d f C dk
VMPi,') = -T-- dp2 \-7z-^v{k)2Mpi)f0{p2)opi J J (2ny

00

x\k \dseik"'O>-'*)lmk-ys\- — h(pl,t). (2.12)

o

The longitudinal diffusion coefficient can now be expressed in terms of the
so-called collision brackets corresponding to the linearized collision operator Is.
In lowest Chapman-Cowling approximation we have the simple form

—- = ftp [piu pus , (i. I J)

where [pp p$s = $dpiPmIsPi,p By performing a partial integration with respect to
px we obtain the following expression:

i - = npƒ<fodp2 [^3v(kfkjMPl)fo(p2)[dse*"-•"•-**». (2.14)
00

The momentum integrations can be carried out

Jdp e1*"- "mUp) = expt-k\t2l{2mP) - k\{\ - cos a)Bt)/(mpa)2
B)]. (2.15)

For v we insert the screened Coulomb potential v(k) = e2/(k2 + k^), where
kD = ey/pii is the inverse Debye-length. Hence it will be convenient to introduce
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the dimensionless variables: x=k/kD and t=cOpS in (2.14). With the usual
coupling constant F = fie2/4na, where a = (3/4nn)ip, one has kD — v/3T/a, and
the self-diffusion coefficient is given by

X 1 oo

0,1 ay?2 n J (l + x2)2J J (2.16)

O 0 0

with z = x • B, b = o)B/(op and the abbreviations:

,. , 2„
u(b, t) = 7-j (1 — cos o / ) ,

* (2.17)

Because the x-integration is divergent for large x a cut-off at A'has been imposed.
Since the Landau approximation certainly ceases to be valid for wavevectors
larger than the inverse Landau length rï1 =4n/pe2 one may choose
X — rD/rL = \/y/ïril2 as an upper bound.

For the cases b-*0 and b-*oo, corresponding to vanishing and to infinite
magnetic field strength, respectively, the integrals over z and t are easily evaluated.
Namely, for 6 = 0 ,

^ (2.18a)
OX

0 0

and for b->oo

^ . (2.18b)
4x

As a consequence a simple proportionality relation holds

£>l(6->oo,r)_2
(2.19)

3. Asymptotic expressions for the self-diffusion coefficient

For general values of b we write the z-integral in (2.16) as a confluent
hypergeometric function. One has6)

i

j ï ^ 3/2> ~ W)' (3-J)
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and hence, by differentiation with respect to w and a Kummer transformation,

fdzz2e— 2= \c-\F^i, 5/2, w). (3.2)

o

The divergent contribution in (2.16) will appear as a separate term, if we use

,F,(1,5/2, w) = I + (2 /5 )^ , (1 , 7/2, w). (3.3)

Combining (2.16) and (3.1)—(3.3) now yields

11 ( r < S l ) , (3.4)

where

- ƒ 'ƒ p ^ y (3.5a)
0

and

oc

= - 1 = f d/
5^71 J

e-2j[V ,F,(1,7/2, w), (3.5b)

with the abbreviation w = [t2 — 2(\—cost)]x2. The integral in (3.5a) remains
convergent when the upper limit becomes infinitely large. Hence, J(b, F) does not
depend on X provided Xjb is sufficiently large.

Let us now study the asymptotic properties of K{x) for either small or large
values of its argument. If x < 1 we expand w ,^(1,7/2, w) about t2x2. Using
d[w" ,F,(a, c, w)]/dw = az"'' ,F,(a + 1, c, w)6) we arrive at

,(l, 7/2, w) ^ /2x2,F,(l, 7/2, / V )

- 2JC2(1 - cos /),F,(2, 7/2, / V ) ( x « l ) . (3.6)

With this expansion we obtain from (3.5b)

K(x) a - ^ fd/[/2x2,F1(5/2, 7/2, -t2x2) - 2x^,(3/2, 7/2, -t2x2)
5J J

o
2 x 2 c o s / , F , ( 3 / 2 , 7 / 2 , - / V ) ] ( x « l ) . (3.7)
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The third term can be omitted, since it is 0(x5exp(—(l/4)x~2))7). The remaining
terms yield7)

l (3.8)

For x > 1 we discuss the contribution of [0, n] to K separately. To that end we
write

K(x) =
n=0

where

K*Kx) = - i = f ét e-2*2w, F{(1, 7/2, w),
5yJnJ

[
J

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

(3.9c)

Let us now consider K(0)(x) for x P \. Owing to the presence of the Gaussian
weight factor we may use an expansion about / = 0 in the integrand

By extending the integration in (3.9b) over [0, oo) we get the following asymptotic
expansion

* ( 0 ) ( * > - ^ » + s i
For « > 1 and x ^ 1 we may use the asymptotic expansion

--2*2(1-cos I)

w
5/2

(3.11)

(3.12)

The exponential in (3.12) is, for large x, sharply peaked, so that only values of
/ close to 2nn contribute significantly. Hence, the leading contribution is

ro(2x2) (3.13a)

(3.13b)

where the third member of (3.13) follows from the asymptotic expansion for the
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modified Bessel function. Finally, combining (3.9), (3.11), (3.13) we have

where £(3) = E*=i l/«3 is the Riemann (-function.
The asymptotic expansions for K(x) will be used to derive asymptotic expres-

sions for J(b, F) for either small or large values of b. If b <? 1 we split the
integration interval in (3.5a) into [0, .Y0] and [x0, X/b]. We choose *0 such that
.v0 $> 1 and bx0 <̂  1. Then for x < x0 one has x4/(b ~2 + x2)2 ~ 64x4, while for x > x0

(3.14) is applicable. Hence we arrive at

x0 Xlb

0

At, n > ƒ «wvjtw + ± ƒ dv ̂ p i ^ [ i + ̂  + jL]. 0.5)
0 x0

The first term is &(b*) and the remaining terms are easily evaluated

*) (3.16)

for arbitrarily small S > 0. In this asymptotic expression we omitted contributions
that are &(b/X).

If b > 1 we first consider the case where Xjb <g 1. Equivalently, we have rB <? rL,
with rB the thermal gyroradius <x>l'(mj?)""2, so that we are dealing with a guiding
centre plasma. We insert (3.8) into (3.5a) and we get the leading contribution

X2) - 1 + j - l p j £ | [ - log(v/3>'2) - £, (3.17)

for 6->oo and F <^\. The self-diffusion coefficient then follows from (3.4).
Comparing it with Dj for 6-»0, which follows by inserting (3.16) into (3.4), one
immediately recovers the proportionality relation (2.19).

If on the other hand b > 1, but not Xlb <̂  1, the asymptotic expansion must
be derived in a more subtle way. We now choose bx0 >̂ 1 such that .v0 < 1; using
(3.8) for .v <.v0 and x4/(b~2 + x2)2~ 1 -2/b 2x 2 for x Jsx0 we arrive at

If *' f /
7(6, F) =i - dx-j-z-2 J-J (1 - 3x2) + d.vl 1 -{bf+ x2)2 J ( ^ ( 3 . 1 8 )

0
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Consequently,

J(b, F) ~lï\ogb - \+ C + &(b~2+s), (3.19)

for arbitrarily small ö > 0; here
X/h

C= dxK(x) + klogx0 (3.20)- ƒ
is independent of x0 <è 1. If X\b is sufficiently large C is also independent of Xjb.
Numerically, we have found C = —0.406.

From (3.4) and (3.19)-(3-20) it is seen that in leading order l/D^ is proportional
to \og{X^/b) = \og(rlllrvrf) for rL<$rB<$rD. We have found here that the
leading order contribution for the self-diffusion coefficient is not obtained by
simply replacing the Debye length in the Coulomb logarithm by the gyroradius,
as is sometimes suggested'••').

4. Numerical results

For intermediate values of b the double integral J(b, F), which determines the
dependence of the longitudinal diffusion coefficient on the magnetic field, must be
evaluated numerically. The integrand of J(b, F) contains the function K(x)
defined in (3.5b). If either x <5j 1 or .v P 1 we may use for K(x) the asymptotic
expansions (3.8) and (3.14), respectively. For arbitrary values of x the infinite
domain of the /-integration is divided into finite subintervals, as in (3.9). For n
sufficiently large one may use ('3.12) to evaluate K("\ as in (3.13a). Consequently,
we get

- £ 1].^ £ ] (4.1)
„ = 0 87T X- J « J

Only the first N + 1 terms at the right-hand side must be evaluated numerically.
The actual value of N depends oin x and on the required precision. Once numerical
values of K(x) have been obtained the evaluation of J(b, F) is straightforward.

The results of the calculation of J{b, F) are presented in table I. The column
marked F = 0 contains the values for J(b, F) that are obtained by putting the
upper limit in the .v-integral equal to oo. For b t> 1 the values ofJ(b, 0) agree with
those found from the asymptotic expansion (3.19), while for F ¥" 0 the numerical
results approach the asymptotic values obtained from (3.17). For all F the
tabulated results are consistent with (3.16) as b approaches 0.

Using (3.4) and table I one finally obtains the curves for the reduced
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TABLE I

The contribution J(b,I') to the inverse longitudinal self-diffusion
coefficient

X
0.1
1
2
5
10
20
50
100
200
00

0

1.36 x
2.04 x
7.88 x
2.88 x
5.48 x
8.60 x
1.30
1.65
1.99
—

10"
io-2

io-2

IO-1

10~'
1 0 '

0.05

1.36
2.04
7.88
2.88
5.48
8.58
1.29
1.55
1.68
1.72

X

X

X

X

X

X

10"
io-2

io-2

IO-1

IO-1

IO-1

0.1

1.36
2.04
7.87
2.87
5.44
8.37
1.11
1.18
1.20
1.20

X

X

X

X

X

X

10"
io-J

io-2

1 0 '
10"
IO-1

0.2

1.33
2.01
7.75
2.79
4.94
6.32
6.85
6.93
6.94
6.94

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10"
10"2

10"2

10-'
IO-'
1 0 '
1 0 '
10"'
1 0 '
IO-'

Fig. 1. The reduced longitudinal self-diffusion coefficient /?] as a function of the dimensionless
magnetic field b, for the values 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 of the coupling constant F.

longitudinal self-diffusion coefficient

(4.2,

as drawn in fig. 1. As this figure shows the longitudinal diffusion process is
gradually impeded as the magnetic field becomes stronger. For large field strengths
the reduction factor for the diffusion coefficieint is 2/3, as mentioned already in
(2.19).
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Self-diffusion through dense classical one-component plasmas in a uniform magnetic field is studied
by means of renormalized kinetic theory. Extensions of the Landau and the Rostoker equations to
plasmas of high density are derived. The coefficient of self-diffusion along the magnetic field is
evaluated from the 1-Sonine approximation of the Landau kernel. The results show how the diffusion
process is gradually impeded as the magnetic field strength increases.

1. Introduction

The dynamical properties of strongly coupled plasmas have been studied
extensively in the past few years1). As a result of both computer simulations and
theoretical investigations much is now known about the transport properties of
these dense plasmas. Most of the results obtained so far refer to plasmas that are
not situated in external electromagnetic fields. Recently, however, molecular
dynamics simulations have been used to obtain information on the self-diffusion
process through a strongly coupled plasma in a magnetic field2).

It is the purpose of this paper to give a kinetic description of self-diffusion in
a dense magnetized plasma. To that end we shall apply the kinetic theory of dense
fluids to a strongly coupled plasma in a magnetic field. The plasma screening
effects will be incorporated through a renormalization of the interparticle poten-
tials. In the case of an unmagnetized plasma this renormalized kinetic theory has
led to results3"5) for the self-diffusion coefficient that compare favourably with the
simulation data.

The kinetic equations that we shall derive in this paper can be considered as
generalizations of well-known equations for a hot dilute magnetoplasma. As an
example of the latter we mention the Landau equation for a magnetized plasma6),
which is obtained by employing a weak-interaction approximation; in a previous
paper7) we used this equation to calculate the self-diffusion coefficient in a dilute
plasma as a function of the magnetic field. If dynamical screening effects are
included in the Landau-type equation one arrives at the Rostoker equation8). In
the following both equations will be generalized for dense plasmas.

0378-4371/84/S03.00 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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As a model we shall consider the dense plasma to consist of a single component
of charged particles in an inert uniform background of opposite charge')- The
self-diffusion coefficient will be calculated from the time correlation function that
describes the motion of a tagged particle. This time correlation function satisfies
a kinetic equation the central quantity of which is a memory kernel that accounts
for the interparticle interactions.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the renormalized kinetic theory
for magnetized dense plasmas will be developed. Subsequently, in section 3,
generalizations of the Landau and the Rostoker memory kernels will be derived
by introducing suitable approximations for the two-particle time correlation
function that is contained in the memory kernel. In section 4, finally, numerical
values for the self-diffusion coefficient will be presented.

2. Renormalized kinetic theory for a magnetized plasma

The time correlation function C\ which describes the motion of a tagged
particle through a magnetized plasma is defined by its Laplace transform as

C%rp,r'p'; z) = - i f d/ ë%öf{rp; t)5f(r'p'; 0» , (2.1)

o

with Im z > 0. Here the brackets denote a canonical ensemble average. Further-
more the phase-space density fluctuation öfs =f — (ƒ*) is given by

f(rp; t) = <jNè[r - rs{t))ö[p -ps(t)], (2.2)

with N the total number of particles and rs(t), ps(t) the position and momentum
of the tagged particle at time /. In the following the symbol x will be used to denote
a point (r,p) in phase space. The (& + /)-point time correlation functions
Cs

k,{xt, ...,xk,x\,..., x',\ z) for the tagged particle are defined in a way anal-
ogous to (2.1) (cf. (I.3)5)). Likewise, the time correlation functions for arbitrary
particles in the plasma are denoted by Ck, (the subscripts are omitted if A: = / = 1).

The time correlation functions Q , and CM will in general depend on the
magnetic field, since the motion of the particles is influenced by the field. The static
correlation functions Q> ; and CKl, however, are the same for the unmagnetized
and the magnetized plasma. This is a consequence of the theorem of Bohr and
Van Leeuwen. In particular one has

C%x, x') = nfo(p)S(x - x'), (2.3)

C\x, x') = nUp)5(x - x') + n2fo(p)fo(p')h(r - r'), (2.4)

with fo(p) the normalized Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function and
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h(r) =g(r) — 1 the configurational pair correlation function of an unmagnetiz^d
plasma with the same density and temperature.

The dependence of Cs on the magnetic field becomes obvious when one writes
down its kinetic equation

[z - L»(x)]C%x, x'; z) - lex" <p%x, x"; z)C'(x", x'; z) = C'(x, x'). (2.5)

Here Z,* is the Liouville operator associated with the motion of a single charged
particle, of charge e and mass m, in the uniform and stationary magnetic field B

= - i p • (7r-icoB(p AB)-FP, (2.6)

where oB is the cyclotron frequency eB/mc and B a unit vector in the direction
of the field. The memory kernel <pJ in (2.5) describes the effect of interparticle
interactions. It can be written in the form

(ps(xl,x'l;z)nf0(p'l)= - dx2dx2Ll(xl,x2)L,{x'i,x'2)G
s
22(xl,x2,x\,x'2;z),

(2.7)

with L, the interaction operator

L,(xu x2) = i^ tKr , - r2)]-(F„ - Vfl), (2.8)

which contains the Coulomb potential v(r) = e2/(4nr). The four-point function
Gs

2,2 can be expressed5) in terms of the functions Cs
k%, introduced above. An

approximate form for G2t2 may be found by solving, as in I, the kinetic equation
for G2t2 in the mean-field approximation. The kinetic kernel <ps then becomes

\)= - M 4(ps{xux\;z)nfo{p\)= -M4 d*2 dx ;£,(.»:„ .r2)

girl - r2)

x (7t2(jc„ x2, x\, x'2; z). (2.9)

The renormalized interaction operator

£,(*„4r2)= -iyï-'EF;, logg(r, - r2)]-(Fr, - Vfl) (2.10)

contains the effective interaction veff(r)= — /?"' logg(r, — r2) with 0 = l/k3T. In
the sequel we will not need the precise form of the reduced four-point function
G\2. At this point we merely note that it is an extension of the corresponding
function for an unmagnetized plasma, as defined in (1.17).
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3. Generalized Landau and Rostoker memory kernels for a magnetized plasma

The memory kernel (2.9) is basically determined by the reduced four-point
function <J22, which describes the dynamic correlations that build up if a pair of
particles (the tagged particle and an arbitrary 'field' particle) move through the
plasma. As C22 is too complicated we shall introduce an approximation so as to
obtain a useful expression for the memory kernel (2.9). For an unmagnetized
plasma we have shown5) that a generalized form of the Balescu-Guernsey-Lenard
kernel is found if in the four-point function the correlations between the tagged
particle and the field particles are disregarded. In this way the collective
interactions in the plasma are taken into account; however, close binary collisions
are then not treated adequately. In the present case of a magnetized plasma a
similar approach may be followed. It will lead to a generalization of the Rostoker
kernel.

The 'disconnected approximation' described above leads to the following form
for the inverse of the four-point function (J\2:

xu x2, x[, x'2; z)]- ' = n2MpMPi){b ~ ^oVi) - L*{x2)]ö{x2 - x'2)

nh(r2 - r'2y0(p2)[z - L°(Xl)]}S(Xl - x\) (3.1

(cf. (1.23)). An even more radical simplification that will lead to a Landau-type
kernel results by neglecting the effects of static correlations between the field
particles

x2,x[, x'2\

x [z - Lg(Xi) - LB
0{x2)]ö(x, - x[)ö(x2 - x'2). (3.2)

In the following we shall derive the memory kernels that follow from (3.2) and
(3.1), in that order.

To find the inverse of the right-hand side of (3.2) one starts by introducing
spatial Fourier transforms in the usual way (see (1.24)). Then L* becomes

^ -\a>B{phêyVp. (3.3)

In terms of this operator the inverse of (3.2) is given by a formal expression that
reduces to (1.31) if the magnetic field is switched off:

{Z L°(kP) L ^ ^ ) ] - ' ^ PMU> ~Pd • (3.4)

The inverse of the operator between brackets is evaluated in appendix A; from
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(A. 10) we get

CO

fd/e i 2 'e- i*'« '" / m- i A^'x I d/e'2 'e~'*' '*'" /m 2'"'"'2'm5(y, */>i —/>I)ö(y,'/>2 —P2), (3.5)

o

with a, and y, defined through

Pi Pi A B
<V/> = / V + — sma>Bt — - (1 -coseoBf)> (3-6)

7f 'P — P|| + ^ 1 c o s OB1 —Pi^Ê sin (wBr. (3.7)

Here p^ and px are the longitudinal and the transverse components of p with |
respect to the magnetic field, respectively. j

The Fourier-transformed version of the memory kernel (2.9) contains the j
integral over p2 and p2 of C22f0(p2Y0(p2). The integration over p2 can be \
performed trivially, while the integration over p7 leads to an integral of the form

= exp[-kjt2/(2m0) ~ k\(l - cos o>Bt)l(mPco\)]. (3.8)

In the following we shall also need the Laplace transform
Fe(k,z)= -ifödt exp(izt)FB(k, t). In the absence of a magnetic field one has
at, = Ut and hence

with W the plasma function9). For B ï 0 we may again express F^k, z) in the
plasma function by using the identity10)

e"05'= f IJLz)ë", (3.10)
fl = — 00

with I„ the modified Bessel function, in the last member of (3.8), Then ont gets9)
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Combining (3.5) and (3.8) we have found now

>'\P'i\z)n2Mp2yo{p'2)

1 d/eiz'e-j*' '"'•'
'*"' I (3.12)

Insertion of (3.12) in the Fourier transform of (2.9) finally leads to the following
expression for the memory kernel:

- L°0(klPl)][eB(k2,z - L*(*)jPl)]->

x [z - Lg(k]Pl) - L$(k2,p2)]-lS(p> -p'A, (3.14)

with c(k) = h(k)j[\ +nh(k)] the direct correlation function and

cB(k, z ) = 1 + nc(k)[zFB(k, z ) - l ) , (3.15)

the dielectric function of the magnetized plasma. The expression (3.14) is rather
formal. Using (A.9) and (A. 10) one obtains a more explicit expression,

'2;z)=-i n

0

(3.13) |

For B-*0 one easily recovers the Landau kernel given previously (cf. (1.32)). The f
Landau-type kernel found here is the extension of that result to the case of a \
magnetized dense plasma. j

To derive a Balescu-Guernsey-Lenard type memory kernel for a magnetized (
plasma we start from (3.1) instead of (3.2). By inspection of the corresponding I
expression (1.25) for the unmagnetized plasma we immediately write down the
inverse of (3.1)
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oo+iO

-oo + iO

n
»i — P\) • (3.16)'2lm) \

To evaluate the memory kernel we start by multiplying this expression by
n2fo(p2)fo(p'2) and integrate over p2 and p'2, as before. The first term within the
brackets then leads again to (3.12). In the second term we can likewise introduce
FB(k, t) through (3.8). The time integrals can then be performed consecutively. As
a result this term gives rise to the following expression:

\{2n?ö(q)nc{k2)

foiPx)

ou

j ^ f eizl-it,«,

oo+iO

x ^ dz' ' , ; /J- ófo'Pi-Pd- (3.17)
2JT J £j(&2>z)

- o o + iO

With the use of (3.15) the sum of (3.12) and (3.17) may be written as

dp2 ép'2G2,2{k\k2q,pxp\p2p'2, z)n2f0(p2)fo(p'2)

co+iO

x r f dz'y^c~iïlöiy''Pi ~pd-
In J eB(k2, z )

- o o + iO

The ensuing expression for the memory kernel then becomes

'; z)nUp') =-ij2 j ^ s c(q)h(q)q • Ffq • V,-
oo +iO

± ƒ J
- co + iO

(319)

A comparison of this kernel with the Landau kernel (3.13) shows that, apart from
a minor change in the static correlation functions, the main feature of (3.19) is
the occurrence of the dynamic screening factor tB, which is characteristic for a
memory kernel of the Balescu-Guernsey-Lenard (BGL)-type. If the magnetic
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field is removed (3.19) indeed reduces to (1.28), as can be seen in the following
way. If B = 0 the time integral in (3.19) is trivial. The integrand of the z'-integral
then acquires a pole at z' = z — (k — q)'pjm. Carrying out the 2'-integration one
recovers (1.28). Since for a dilute plasma the generalization of the BGL-equation
to the magnetized case is the Rostoker equation8) one may name (3.19) the
generalized Rostoker kernel for a dense magnetized plasma.

The time correlation function Cs for a tagged particle in a magnetized plasma,
and hence the memory kernel <ps, possesses several symmetries that are a
consequence of the space-time invariances of the Hamiltonian. In particular,
parity invariance and the invariance under the combined effect of time translation
and time reversal imply that q>s should satisfy the relations

<(>Xk,p,p';z,B) = <pX-/c> -p, -p';z,B), O 20)

<p>(k,p,p'; z, B)fo(p') = <p% - k, -p', - />; z, - Byo(p), (3.21)

where we inserted explicitly the dependence of <ps on B. Furthermore, since the
correlation functions are real we require

<p*(k,p,p';z,B)= -[<p*(-k,p,p'; -z*,B)]*. (3.22)

These relations are indeed satisfied by the Landau and the Rostoker kernels (3.13)
and (3.19). The proof of (3.20) for these kernels is straightforward. To prove (3.21)
we need the identities

(3.23)

(3.24)

which follow directly from the definitions (3.6) and (3.7). The relations

FB(q,z)=-\F^q, -z*)]*, (3.25)

£fl(?,z) = [ a * , - z * ) ] * (3.26)

are used in the proof of (3.22).
The conservation of the tagged particle number leads to the identity

( dp<ps(kpp';z) = 0, (3.27)

which is immediately verified for <ps
L and <p*R.

The short-time behaviour of the time correlation function leads to sum rules the
first of which is5)

lim z<p%kpp'; z)nfo{p') = - — f-Ah{q)V,- V, fo{p)ö(p - /> ' ) . (3.28)
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Neither the Landau nor the Rostoker memory kernel fulfils this sum rule. In fact
one has

Jim z<pUkpp'; z)nfo(p') = ^ j ^q 2 [h{q ) ] 2 V f - V,Mp)S(p -p'), (3.29)

limz<p°R(kpp';z)nMp') = -£r2 [-^q2c{q)h(q)V,-VrMp)è{p-p'). (3.30)
3p J (271)

Hence it must be concluded that neither the generalized Landau nor the
generalized Rostoker memory kernel will lead to time correlation functions with
the correct behaviour for small /. In the case of a vanishing magnetic field the same
difficulty was dealt with by considering a composite kernel in which the Landau
and BGL kernels contribute on a par with a Boltzmann-type memory kernel that
takes account of close binary collisions5). However, since there is no explicit
expression available for the scattering cross-section of charged particles in a
magnetic field, the Boltzmann-type kernel for a magnetized plasma is rather
unwieldy. Therefore in the present case no use will be made of a composite kernel.

An alternative approach4") that leads to memory kernels satisfying the sum rule
(3.28) starts by writing the formal expression (2.9) for the mcir.ory kernel in a
slightty different way. By replacing one of the renormalized operators L, by the
bare operator L, and changing (72,2 correspondingly one finds along similar lines
as above modified versions of the Landau and the Rostoker memory kernels. The
modified Landau kernel is obtained from (3.13) by replacing one of the factors
h(q) by — flv(q), so that one gets

Qiikpp'; z)nMp') = j j ^ 3 h(qMq)q • Vfq • V„•

00

U' eiz'-«*-•»•* -'""Fsiq, t)d(y, -p - / » ' ) ] • (3.31)

The modified version of the Rostoker kernel follows from (3.19) by the substi-
tution c(q)-> — fiv(q),

<p*R(kpp'; z)nUp') = i j jJ!Lh(qMq)q • V,q • V,•

d/e««-»-*"vrf»l ƒ d z ' ^ ^ e - ^ - p -/,')]•

(3.32)
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Both (3.31) and (3.32) satisfy the sum rule (3.28), so that the correct short-time
behaviour of Cs is guaranteed, if these kernels are used in the kinetic equation.

4. Evaluation of the longitudinal self-diffusion coefficient from the Landau and the
modified Landau kernel

The coefficient of diffusion of a tagged particle through the magnetized plasma
follows directly once the time correlation function Cs is known. Here we shall
concentrate on the self-diffusion parallel to the magnetic field. The corresponding
longitudinal diffusion coefficient is given by the Green-Kubo relation

Dj = - V lim f dp ép'pfXk = 0, pp', z)p\. (4.1)
tfj it z —* lO ƒ

The time correlation function has to be determined from the kinetic equation (2.5)
with one of the kernels derived in the preceding section. For simplicity we shall
retain only the static screening effects; hence only the Landau kernel (3.13) and
its modified version (3.31) will be considered. Upon substitution of the kernel the
kinetic equation (2.5) becomes an integral equation in the momenta. It may be
transformed into an infinite set of algebraic equations by introducing a complete
set of functions in momentum space, as in paper I. It should be remarked here
that the coupled equations that determine the longitudinal matrix element of Cs

in (4.1) do not contain the fi-dependent part of the Liouville operator L*. When
the equations are truncated in the usual way one finds in the 1-Sonine approxi-
mation

= i/?2 lim | d/> dp'Pll<ps(k = 0, pp';z)p\fo{p'). (4.2)

Inserting the Landau kernel (3.13) and performing the integrations over the
momenta we get

X

[FB{q, s)f, (4.3)

o
or, upon introducing the dimensionless variables JC = qlkD and / = (ops (with kD

the inverse Debye length and <yp the plasma frequency)

i 2r 5 / 2 3 3 / 2 c re
i L = - U ; dx x\l - S(x)f \dzz2\ dt e - A " A % . (4.4)

0 0 0

Here we employed the integration variable z = x • B and the abbreviations
u = 2b'2{\ — cos 6r), v = /2 — w, with 6 = coB/wp the dimensionless field strength.
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Furthermore we introduced the static structure factor S(x) = 1 + nh(x) and used
the definitions for the ion radius a =(3/47tn)l/3 and for the plasma coupling
constant F = \a2ko.

For small values of F the structure factor S(x) may be replaced by its
Debye-Hückel form *2/(I f x2). Then (4.4) reduces to the weak-coupling result
evaluated in a previous paper7). In that case the integral over the wave vector is
divergent for large x. This divergence is remedied in the usual way by imposing
a cut-off at a wave vector corresponding to the inverse Landau length. One of the
virtues of (4.4) is that it is convergent as it stands; even for small F the structure
factor approaches 1 (as x-*ao) more rapidly than its Debye-Hückel counterpart.

When the magnetic field is switched off, the integrations over / and z in (4.4)
are easily performed. One then recovers the diffusion coefficient in the Landau
approximation, which was investigated in paper I.

An alternative form of (4.4) is obtained by performing the integration over z,
with the help of (II.3.2). Then we get

m r- \éxx\\-s(x)f

where

(4.5)

(4.6)

with w = [t2 - 2(1 - cos t)]x2.
If the modified version (3.19) of the Landau kernel is used in the formal

expression (4.2) for the inverse self-diffusion coefficient, a result similar to (4.5),
but with a factor [1 - S(x)]/x2 instead of [1 - S(x)]2, is found.

In the Debye-Hückel approximation the expression (4.5) may be simplified
further. Imposing an upper cut-off at X = \/y/ïrV2 one finds then7)

with

P

= d*

b, n\,

,K(x).

(4.7)

(4.8)

Likewise, the modified Landau kernel then leads to the formula

(4.9)
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with

b, n

Xlh

•ƒ' ;K(x). (4.10)

The asymptotic forms of JL for small and for large values of b have been given
in paper II. The corresponding formulae for JL are derived in appendix B.

The numerical evaluation of the self-diffusion coefficient is carried out with the
use of the methods described in papers I and II. The integral K(x) is calculated
conveniently by dividing the integration interval in finite subintervals of length n
and 2n. The structure factor is obtained by solving the hypernetted-chain
equation, which yields a fair approximation for the static correlation functions of
a dense plasma.

Since we are interested in the effects of the magnetic field on the diffusion
process, the numerical results for D§ are presented here by giving the ratio

(4.11)

of the longitudinal self-diffusion coefficients in the presence and in the absence of
the magnetic field. In tables I and II the results for /?| that follow by using the
1-Sonine approximation for the Landau and the modified Landa'i kinetic
equations, respectively, are given for various values of b and F. Alth >ugh the
self-diffusion coefficient D$ depends strongly on the choice of the memoi y kernel,
in particular for f > 1, it is found that the reduced self-diffusion coeff cient Rh

is rather insensitive to this choice; for T < 10 the two alternatives for /?j differ by
less than 10%.

TABLE I

The reduced longitudinal self-diffusion coefficient Rfb, T), as found from the
Landau memory kernel <pL in the I-Sonine approximation

\r
6\

0.1
0.2
0.5
1
2
5

10
20
50

100

0.1

1.000
1.000
0.998
0.990
0.961
0.876
0.799
0.737
0.689
0.674

0.2

1.000
1.000
0.996
0.984
0.942
0.832
0.751
0.700
0.674
0.669

0.5

1.000
0.999
0.993
0.969
0.897
0.761
0.699
0.676
0.668
0.667

1

1.000
0.998
0.988
0.946
0.844
0.715
0.680
0.670
0.667
0.667

2

0.999
0.997
0.977
0.909
0.785
0.690
0.673
0.668
0.667
0.667

5

0.999
0.994
0.951
0.840
0.729
0.678
0.670
0.667
0.667
0.667

10

0.998
0.989
0.920
0.795
0.709
0.674
0.669
0.667
0.667
0.667
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TABLE II
The reduced longitudinal self-diffusion coefficient R^b, F), as found from the

modified Landau memory kernel <pv in the I-Sonine approximation

X
0.1
0.2
0.5
1
2
5

10
20
50

100

0.1

1.000
0.999
0.991
0.975
0.939
0.864
0.802
0.750
0.701
0.681

0.2

1.000
0.998
0.988
0.965
0.918
0.826
0.760
0.712
0.679
0.670

0.5

0.999
0.996
0.980
0.943
0.873
0.762
0.705
0.678
0.668
0.667

1

0.998
0.993
0.968
0.914
0.823
0.714
0.679
0.669
0.667
0.667

2

0.997
0.989
0.949
0.870
0.764
0.683
0.670
0.668
0.667
0.667

5

0.993
0.977
0.903
0.789
0.699
0.671
0.668
0.667
0.667
0.667

10

0.988
0.960
0.848
0.727
0.677
0.668
0.667
0.667
0.667
0.667

From the tables, or alternatively from figs. 1 and 2, it is seen that the diffusion
process along the magnetic field is gradually impeded as the Meld strength
increases. This effect becomes more prominent at higher values of the coupling
parameter F. For strong magnetic fields R« reaches an asymptotic value

lim (4.12)

independent of T. This result, which we have found already in paper II for hot
dilute plasmas, can easily be proved analytically from (4.5) by employing the

0 10 b 20

Fig. 1. R((b,D for f =0.1, 1 and 10, as found from the Landau kernel.
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0 10 b 20

Fig. 2. Rt(b, T) for r = 0.1, 1 and 10, as found from the modified Landau kernel.

asymptotic formulae

= 0, (4.13)

which follow from the definition (4.6)7).
Recently the self-diffusion coefficient in a magnetized plasma has been deter-

mined for a few values of F and b with the help of molecular dynamics2). The
experimental data show the same qualitative features as described above. In
particular, it has been found with these simulations that the longitudinal diffusion
process is indeed impeded by the magnetic field, at least for strongly coupled
plasmas. The theoretical explanation of this effect, which is overlooked in a simple
model based on a Gaussian memory function2), is one of the main results of this
paper.
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Appendix A

The streaming operator in a magnetic field
In sections 2 and 3 we used the streaming operator L$(lcp) of a particle in a
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magnetic field, which is defined as

L'ikp) = i<oB(p A B)' Vr. (A.I)

The action of exp(—\L*t) on a function ƒ(/>) of the momenta is given by the
identity

yü») = e -«-* -Pin/fa .p) t (A.2)

with the abbreviations (3.6) and (3.7). The proof of (A.2) follows by differentiating
both sides with respect to t and making use of the ancillary relations

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.5)

In section 3 we encountered operators that are functions of the combination
z — Lo, with lm z > 0. In particular, we needed an explicit expression for the result
of the action of such an operator F(z — L$) on an arbitrary function f(p, z). For
convenience we limit ourselves to functions F(z) that are analytic in z in the upper
half-plane. To evaluate such an expression we start by rewriting it as follows:

(A.6)

d f. .„)
dt{*lp)

and

y,-p-p

which imply

d

y,-p,

= -tt>n(P A

= —o)^p A

sy

By r,(y,

p),

-P)-

F[z - Lg(k,p)]f(p, z)=-i \dt é'F{t)e-<*"/0», z),

o

with F(t) the inverse Laplace transform of F(z),

oo + iO

_ ' f
' ~2n J

- oc + iO

Employing (A.2) in the right-hand side of (A.6) we get

00

F[z - L$(k, p)]f(p, z)=-i f ét ei!'F(t) e-*-«< "mf{y, -p, z),
0

(A.7)

(A.8)
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or, with the use of the convolution theorem for Laplace transforms
00 /

F[z - L*(k,p)]f{p, z)=- [ét é" f dr Fix) e"'*"' »mf(y, -p, t - x) , (A.9)
o o

with ƒ(/>, 0 the inverse Laplace transform of/(/>, z). As a useful example we
consider these formulae for the case F(z) — z~l, so that F(t) = 1. Then (A.8) and
(A.9) become

00

[z - L${k,p)Ylf<j>, z) = - i f dr ei"e-*"'/"'/(y,-/>> z)

0

00 <

= - f d t e i z ' f d r e-ik''''"mf(yT'p, t - x ) . (A. 10)
0 0

Trivial generalizations of the formulae (A.9)-(A.1O) have been used in section 3,
in (3.5) and (3.16).

Appendix B

Asymptotic expansions for JL

In this appendix the asymptotic expansions for the contribution JL(b, F) to the
inverse self-diffusion coefficient (4.9) are presented. To derive these expansions use
will be made of the representation (4.10).

In paper II we have derived the asymptotic expansions for the function K(x)

(\3x) (x<U) , (B.la)

To derive the asymptotic expansion of JL(b, F) for b <$ 1 we split the integration
interval in (4.10) into [0, x0] and [xo,X/b], with x0 chosen such that xo$> 1 and
bx0 « 1. For x < x0 we use x2/(b ~2 + x2) s* b2x2. On the other hand, if x > x0 we
replace K(x) by its asymptotic expansion (B.lb). As a consequence we obtain

Mb, F) ~ - 1 b2 log b + Qb2 - ^ | b3 + Gib*-0), (B.2)
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for arbitrarily small ö > 0. The constant Cx is given by

C, = ƒ dx x2K(x) - - log x0. (B.3)
o

For x0 > 1 it is independent of x0; numerically we have found Q = 0.0972.
Fore > 1 we must distinguish two cases. If X/b <£ 1 we may use (B.la) in (4.10).

Then the leading contribution of
X/b

JL(b,f) ~ | | dx * 2(1 - 3x2)si|log(l + * 2 ) a -^og(.y3T3/2) (B.4)

o

for b-*ao and F <g 1. Insertion into (4.9) immediately yields (4.12) again. If, on
the other hand, bp\, but not X/b < 1, we choose x0 -4 1 such that bx0 p 1 and
split the integration in (4.10) at x0. Then we may use x2/(b ~2 + x2) ^ 1 — b ~2x ~2

if x > x0; for x < x0 we replace K(x) by its asymptotic expression (B.la). In this
way we get

JL(b, r) ~ |log b + C2 + &{b~2+i) (B.5)

for arbitrarily small S > 0. The constant C2 is defined as
X/b

C2= dxA"(x) + jlogx0. (B.6)

For x0 -̂  1 and X/b > 1 it is independent of both x0 and X/b. Numerically we have
found C2= -0.406.
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The coefficient of self-diffusion along an external magnetic field in a dense plasma is evaluated
with the use of a kinetic equation that takes dynamical screening effects into account. It is found
that the self-diffusion coefficient diminishes monotonously as the magnetic field strength increases.
Qualitatively the present calculation corroborates a result obtained recently in a cruder ap-
proximation in which only static screening effects are considered.

1. Introduction

In a previous paper1) we started the investigation of self-diffusion through a
dense Coulomb plasma in a magnetic field. As a model we use the one-
component plasma with a neutralizing background. The motion of a tagged
particle is described by a kinetic equation for the time correlation function. We
have derived this kinetic equation with the use of renormalized kinetic theory;
it incorporates the plasma screening effects through a renormalization of the
interparticle potential.

The collision term contains a Rostoker-type memory kernel which takes the
dynamical screening effects into account. Owing to the presence of the
frequency and wave vector dependent dielectric function the ensuing expres-
sion for the self-diffusion coefficient is somewhat unwieldy. A simplified
(Landau) version that contains only static screening effects was found to lead to
an abatement of the longitudinal self-diffusion coefficient as the magnetic field
strength increases. This effect is corroborated by results from molecular
dynamics2).

For an unmagnetized plasma it is known*"5) that the inclusion of the
dynamical screening properties yields a more accurate result for the magnitude
of the self-diffusion coefficient. In the present paper we shaü use therefore the
generalized Rostoker memory kernel to evaluate the self-diffusion coefficient
for the magnetized plasma.

In the lowest Chapman-Cowling approximation the longitudinal self-
diffusion coefficient is found to be represented by a three-dimensional integral.

0378-4371/84/S03.00 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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For a weak magnetic field we shall obtain an expansion of this integral in the
parameter b = taB!top, the ratio of the Larmor frequency and the plasma
frequency. For a very strong magnetic field, viz. for b -»*>, the asymptotic value
of the diffusion coefficient will be calculated.

For intermediate values of the magnetic field strength we shall evaluate the
three-dimensional integral numerically. To that end the integrand must be
calculated efficiently. We shall attain this goal by dividing the integration
domain in various parts; for each of these regions a suitable representation of
the integrand will be derived.

2. Evaluation of the longitudinal self-diffusion coefficient from the Rostoker
kernel

The longitudinal self-diffusion coefficient follows from the time correlation
function for a tagged particle by using a Green-Kubo relation, viz.

E\ = - £ - lim f dp dp' mO{k = 0, pp', i„)pi, (2.1)

where p\\ is the component of the momentum of the tagged particle in the
direction of the magnetic field. The mass of the particles is denoted by m and
the number of particles per unit volume by n. The Fourier-Laplace transform
of the time correlation function is defined as:

C(k, ppl;z)=-ijdt e*> ± ƒ dr dr' e " * ^ <Sfs(rp; t)8f> (r'p'; 0)), (2.2)
o

with the microscopic phase function:

f(rp; t) = VNS[r - rs(t)]S\p~Ps(t)] • (2.3)

The total number of particles is N and rs(t), ps(t) describe the trajectory in
phase space of the tagged particle; furthermore Sfs is the deviation of fs from
its equilibrium ensemble average.

The self-diffusion coefficient can be related to the memory kernel <p\ which
describes the influence of the interaction between the particles on the evolution
of the time correlation function. A particularly simple expression arises in the
1-Sonine approximation, namely
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D,-« = i/32 lim f dp dp ' ptfp>(k = 0, pp'; iT,)/o(p')P,i' <2"4)
>)-»0 •»

with fo(p) = (fi/2irmf2exp(-(ip2/2m) the normalized Maxwellian.
In a previous paper') we derived approximate expressions for the memory

kernel. By means of renormalized kinetic theory and the 'disconnected ap-
proximation' we obtained a kinetic equation that takes collective interactions in a
dense plasma into account. The memory kernel that occurs in this equation will
be referred to as the 'generalized Rostoker kernel'; explicitly we have:

<ps
R(k,pp';z)nf0(p')

00

' [ foiP) ƒ dt exp[\zt - i(k -q)-a,- p/m]
o

:ff"d
ZIT J

In this expression h and c = /i/(l + nh) are the Fourier transforms of the pair
correlation function and the direct correlation function, respectively. Further-
more

FB(q, z) = - i ƒ df e"' ƒ dp/0(p)exp(-i9 • a, • pfm) (2.6a)
o

and

sB(q, z)=l + nc(q)[zFB(q, z)-l] (2.6b)

describe the dynamical screening effects in the presence of the external
magnetic field1). The motion of a particle with charge e in a magnetic field with
strength B is given by r(t) = r-ct-r p/m and p{i) = y_, • p, where

n n A R
<*i'P- P\\* + s ' n <*>Bt ~ *^ (1 - cos cüBt), (2.7a)

(OB ft>B

Yt 'P = P% +P±coset>Bt-p± A Ê sin (oBt, (2.7b)
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with wfl = eB/mc the Larmor frequency, B the unit vector in the direction of
the magnetic field and pi the component of the momentum perpendicular to
the magnetic field.

We get an approximate expression for the self-diffusion coefficient by insert-
ing the generalized Rostoker kernel (2.5) into (2.4). The integrations over the
momenta are readily performed; one finds:

Dll = l™ n J ̂ j 5 c{q)h(q)q\

00 00+iO

( * o £ ƒ ^ ^ « r i - i t f - J n O l . (2.8)
-oo+H)

The (/, ̂ -integral can be replaced by

_J_
2TT

-00+iO

To simplify this expression we note that [Faiq, z)]2/eB(q, z) is analytic for
lm z ̂  0. Consequently

=c+i

Adding this term to (2.9) and using the symmetry property FB(q,z) =
-Fa(q, -z*)* we can write instead of (2.9):

( 2 U )

From (2.6b) it is seen that the dynamic screening function satisfies sB(q, z) =
EB(q, -z*)*. By changing the integration variable in (2.11) to -£* we may cast
(2.11) into the form

x+jO

h ƒ
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As a consequence we obtain from (2.8) the following expression for the
self-diffusion coefficient:

=°+iO

- t=+iO

From (2.6b) one easily concludes for real <a:

(2.13)

I m
(2.14)

Hence (2.13) becomes:

x+iO

f H,-[IinFB(g,
J d<r | £ B ( 9 ,

(2.15)

We introduce the dimensionless integration variables * = q/kD, v = £/(op and
z - X'B, with JfcD the inverse Debye length and a>p the plasma frequency; then
we find:

DIK« = ^ 1 2 X 3 r 5 / 2 ƒ <*x[nc(x))2x* j d z z 2 j dvhR{x, z, v), (2.16)

with the abbreviations:

X, Z, v) - (1 _
[Im J(x, z,

3C

ƒ (x, 2, " )=->ƒ d̂  exp[i w - \x2z2t2 - ^ j r 5 ^ (1 - cos to)] •

(2.17)

(218)

Here v is understood to have an infinitesimally small positive imaginary part.
Futhermore b = Ü)BI(OP is the dimensionless magnetic field strength; we used the
definitions a = (3/47m)1/3 for the ion radius and F = \a2ko tor the plasma
coupling constant.

An alternative approximation within the framework of the renormalized
kinetic theory for plasmas leads to a modified Rostoker memory kernel1) that is
obtained from (2.5) by replacing the direct correlation function by -fiv(q),
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with v(q) = e2/q2 the bare Coulomb interaction. The ensuing expression for the
self-diffusion coefficient is furnished by the replacement in (2.16) of [nc(jt)2] by
-nc(x)/x2.

In the static screening approximation the denominator in (2.17) is replaced
by [1 - nc(jc)]2. Upon insertion into (2.16) one can perform the ^-integration, so
that the expression for the self-diffusion coefficient becomes:

2r 5 / 2 3 3 / 2

IT

1

dx[nh(x)]2xA f dz.

3C

x J dfexp|-x2z2 2-
2x\\ - z2) (1 - cos bt)] (2.19)

In a previous paper1) we derived this expression from the generalized Landau
memory kernel for a dense magnetized plasma. If we start from the modified
Rostoker kernel we arrive at an expression that is obtained from (2.19) by
replacing [nh(x)f by -nh(x)[l + nh(x)]/x2.

In the case of weak coupling, i.e. F<^1, we may use the Debye-Hiickel
approximation for the direct correlation function, nc(x)-* — l/x2, in the right-
hand side of (2.16). In this limit the x-integral diverges logarithmically; to make
the integral convergent we shall impose a cut-off in (2.15) at wave vectors
larger than the inverse Landau length. Correspondingly the upper bound for
the jc-integration in (2.16) becomes X= l/(V3r3/2). Then we can write the
self-diffusion coefficient in a form that is similar to the expression we obtained
for a weakly-coupled plasma6):

(2.20)f [ l l o g ( 1 + x 2 ) + M b > n ] •
The difference between the Rostoker kernel and its modified version disap-
pears in the Debye-Hückel limit.

The self-diffusion coefficient gets a simpler form in the extreme cases of zero
and infinite magnetic field strength. If b = 0 the integral I becomes in-
dependent of z:

im I(x, z, v) = / ( (V, v) - - i f dr e'1""
O

(2.21)
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where W is the plasma dispersion function7) given by

W(V V2) = Ffa) + iFito), (2.22)

Fi(r))= 1-277 e-"Vto), F z ^ V ^ e " * 2 , (2.23)

with ^(17) = Jo* d/exp(f2). The z-integration in (2.16) can be performed now;
one obtains the Balescu-Guernsey-Lenard expression for the self-diffusion
coefficient in a dense unmagnetized plasma3-5). In particular, we find upon
employing a new integration variable TJ = v/xV2:

(2.24)

with
V 00

* " J J L̂ - YtCyXjJt*\\T})\ • |,**£\™)•* 2\.'7/J
0 0

(2.25)

In the case £>->*= the integral ƒ again reduces to a simple form:

lim 7(x, z, r) = /(00)(*, z,v)=-i I df eil""ï2z2<2/2

o

= - Tl - w(— )] . (2.26)

In this case we use the integration variable 17 = v/xzVÏ in (2.16), so that the
z-integration can again be carried out:

(2.27)

As a consequence we have the same proportionality relation,

^ = 3 , (2.28)

which we have established earlier for the self-diffusion coefficient in the Landau
approximation. Clearly also the modified Rostoker kernel leads to (2.28).
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3. Expansion of the self-diffusion coefficient for weak magnetic field

In this section we consider the case b < 1 in some detail. In the Appendix we
shall show that the contribution from \xz\ G [0, b] to the integral expression
(2.16) is G(b3) and hence negligible as fc-»G. For |JCZ| 3= b the expression (2.18)
Tor / contains an effective Gaussian cut-off so that we may employ the
expansion:

= exp[- |/2jc2(l-22)][l + ̂ f c W ( l - z 2 ) + • • •] . (3.1)

Hence we have:

I(x, z, v) - I*\x, v) + b2H\x, z, v), (3.2)

with J(0) the contribution (2.21) that is independent of the magnetic field and

To obtain an expansion for the self-diffusion coefficient we insert (3.2) into
(2.16) with (2.17). Then we get up to second order in b:

Dï*& r> = ^ P'2 V I [S(0)(/l + b2S<2KO] • (3-4)

The term that is independent of the magnetic field is, of course, the Balescu-
Guernsey-Lenard expression given in (2.24) with (2.25). The correction for
small magnetic field is determined by:

00 »

= FV— I djc[nc(x)]2x d7? TT;—
5 V TT J l v / J J {[1 - ,

x [1 - nc(x)F1(v)][C5VA ~ W + 1) + nc(x){lv* - 1)]. (3.5)
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The corresponding expansion for the modified Rostoker expression of the
self-diffusion coefficient is obtained by replacing [nc(*)]2 by - m {x)/x2 in (2.25)
and (3.5). For vanishing magnetic field one recovers the expression for the
self-diffusion coefficient as determined from the Wallenborn-Baus memory
kernel4-5).

The integrals H(0) and H(2) have been evaluated numerically. To that end we
used the values for the direct correlation function c(x) that are found by
solving numerically the hypernetted-chain (KNC) equation. In this way a fair
approximation for the static correlation functions of a dense plasma is
obtained. The results for H(0) and S{2) are presented in table I, for both versions
of the Rostoker kernel. From the table one may deduce that a weak magnetic field
(with b =s 0.1) gives rise to only a minor change in the self-diffusion coefficient. At
a fixed value of b the influence of the magnetic field increases as the plasma
becomes more strongly coupled.

In the case of weak coupling we can use the Debye-Hiickel approximation
for the direct correlation function. Then the x-integration can be performed.
As a result we obtain an expression of the form (2.20) for the self-diffusion
coefficient, with:

(3.6)

For the zeroth-order term one finds:

J R *' > V IT
l l o gr
2 l o g [(l + X2f{F\ + Fl)

(3.7)

TABLE I
The coefficient S^XO and S^IF) in tht expansion (3.4) of the inverse
self-diffusion coefficient, as obtained from the Rostoker kernel (R) and
the modified Rostoker kernel (R').

r

R
R'

R
R'

0.1

2.05
2.66

0.0225
0.0229

0.2

1.32
1.83

0.0221
0.0229

0.5

0.629
0.979

0.0202
0.0219

1

0.318
0.540

0.0178
0.0205

2

0.145
0.266

0.0149
0.0184

5

0.0457
0.0848

0.0105
0.0148

10

0.0180
0.0281

0.0074
0.0116
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TABLE II

The coefficients J^F) and J®\r) in the expansion
(3.6) of the contribution JR(i, F) to the inverse
self-diffusion coefficient (2.20) in the Debye-
Hiickel approximation.

0.05 0.1 0.2

-0.301
0.0236

-0.300
0.0235

-0.297
0.0233

The quadratic correction for small magnetic field is found to be:

fFi (3.8)

The integrations in (3.7) and (3.8) have been performed numerically for various
values of the coupling constant P. The results for J ^ and Jff are presented in
table II.

4. Numerical results

To be able to apply a numerical integration method to the expression (2.16)
for the self-diffusion coefficient we first have to evaluate the function I, given
by (2.18), for arbitrary values of its arguments. The dependence of I on the
magnetic field is seen to be simple upon introducing the variables y = x/b and
to = vlb, namely:

" cos 0] • (4.1)

We may express I in the plasma dispersion function W by using the identity

e-.o-eo.0s (4.2)

where Ap(a)= exp(-a)Ip(a) contains the modified Bessel function Ip(a). One
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gets in this way:

p[y2(l - z2)}. (4.3)

This series converges slowly when y2(\- z2)> 1; in that case it becomes
difficult to approximate the sum with sufficient accuracy. However, for y\\ -
z2)>\ the integrand in (4.1) is sharply peaked around f = 27rn, with n a
non-negative integer. Hence we write:

I=t,I«, (4.4a)

where
(2n+l)ir

In = -7~ I dt expfifttf - \y2z2t2 — y2(l — z2)(l - cos / ) ] , (4.4b)

with ao = 0 and a„ = (2n - \)ir for n s* 1. In each term I„ we approximate the
integrand by a Gaussian with a maximum at t — 2nv; explicitly we have

oo

Jo - y ƒ dt exp(ia>/ - |y2f2)[l + ̂ y 2 ( l - z2)/4]

^

(cf. (3.2) with (2.21) and (3.3)) and:

oo

- y ƒ dt exp[iu>t - \y2z2t2 - \y\\ - z2){t - 2mrf]
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with a„ = 2nvy2z2/<a. If we have y2z2 > 1 as well as y2(l - z2) > 1, the t-
integration in (4.1) is effectively cut off at t = (yz)~l <é 1; consequently we have
to take into account only the term with n = 0 in (4.4).

On the other hand, if y2z2-^l the number of significant terms in (4.4)
becomes very large. Owing to the presence of oscillating factors in (4.6) we are
liable to lose accuracy. In this situation we may employ an alternative
representation which has been suggested earlier8). The periodicity of the cosine
in (4.1) can be used to write:

2TT

I = -+ ƒ df exp[i<u/ - iyW - y2(l - z2)(l - cos t)]

x £ exp[2n7ri(w + iy2z2t) - 2n2ir2y2z2]. (4.7)

Next we use the fact that the Fourier transform of a Gaussian is again a
Gaussian, viz.:

ao

exp(-2n27T2y2z2) = ir"1/2 ƒ ds exp(-*2 - 2mmnyzs). (4.8)

As a consequence the summation in (4.7) gives rise to a geometric series, so
that we obtain:

2TT

= - -fcm ƒ d' exp[io>* - \y2zH2 - y\\ - z2)(l - cos t)]

CO

x ƒ ds exp(-s2){l - exp[27ri(<d + iy2z2t - 2I /2yzs)]}-'. (4.9)

' 0 0

As a function of s the integrand possesses simple poles at:

<rn(t) = ^ (<* ~ n + iy2z2t), (4.10)

for integer «. We can apply the Mittag-Leffler theorem to write the factor in
brackets in (4.9) as a partial fractions expansion:
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- exp[2vi(io + \y2z2t - 2myzs))Yx

where G(s) is an entire bounded function. From the first Liouville theorem we
conclude that G must be a constant, so that G(s) = G(0). Inserting (4.11) into (4.9)
we can now perform the ^-integration. Thus we obtain the following expression
for / :

2ir

I = y ƒ dt exp[\(ot - \y2z2t2 - y2(l - z2)(l - cos t)]

o

x [{1 - «p[2iri<« + iy V0B-' + wky-i n | x ^ ( O ^ ] ' ( 412 )

which is equivalent to the representation given earlier8).
If yz < 1 we have |crn(f)| f> 1 for all n ¥• nm with nu the integer that is closest to

(o. Therefore we may use the asymptotic expansion7) for W in all but one term
of the sum. Subsequently the summation can be performed easily; indeed one
has

An approximate expression for I, which is valid if both yz and |w - «J are
small, is obtained now by expanding the last factor in the integrand of (4.12) in
powers of yz and 5o> = <o - na. The leading term turns out to be independent of
t, viz. i [ l - W(8ü)lyz)]/(2nS<ii). The first few higher-order terms can be cal-
culated likewise in a straightforward manner.

For y2(l — z2)>l the integral in (4.12) is dominated by the contributions
from t in the vicinities of 0 and of 27r. We may use an expansion analogous to
(4.5) and (4.6) to derive an asymptotic expression for I of the form:

For simplicity we have written only the leading term explicitly here; however,
in the actual calculations contributions have been taken into account that are of
first order in (1 - z2)ly2 and of second order in yz and 8to (as compared to
(4.14)).
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Although for small values of y2(l - z2) the representation (4.3) can be
employed as such, it is more convenient to make use of an alternative form for
ƒ that is obtained by inserting the expression

exp[-y2(l - z2)(l - cos r)] = 1 - y2(l - z2)(l - cos 0 + . . . ,

valid for y 2 ( l - z2)<\, into (4.1); in this way one gets:

(4.15)

(4.16)

In evaluating the expression (2.16) for the inverse self-diffusion coefficient we
have used the various representations for I, viz. (4.3), (4.4)-(4.6), (4.14)
and (4.16), in appropriate regions of the [y2z2, y2(l - z2)]-plane as illustrated in
fig. 1.

The direct correlation function c(x) in (2.16) is obtained by solving numeric-
ally the HNC equation, as in the preceding section. For r*£0.2 we have also
used the Debye-Hiickel expression ne(x) = -x'2.

Upon introducing the integration variables y and u> instead of x and v in
the integral (2.16), its integrand is seen to have a structure in the variable w on
a scale of order 1, as is apparent from (4.3). Therefore it is appropriate to add

y2l1-z2)

H

ra

Fig. 1. The domains for the various representations of the function 1. We used eq. (4.3) in I, eqs.
(4.4-4.6) in II, eq. (4.5) in HI, eq. (4.14) in IV and eq. (4.16) in V. To obtain / with a relative
accuracy of 10"* we employed the values a\ = 5 x \0'A, ai = 10, jSi = 0.05 and fa = 50.
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within the integrand the contributions from all points u> = w + n, with <5 £ [0,1)
and n a non-negative integer. Foi small yz the integrand has sharp peaks with
a width of order yz at <H = 0 and <Z> = 1. If in addition the variable <u is rescaled
to w/yz in this case, these peaks are properly taken into account by the
numerical integration procedure.

As remarked in section 2 the expression (2.16) reduces to the Landau version
(2.19) in the static screening approximation. As we have calculated (2.19) quite
accurately before1) we shall concentrate here on the evaluation of the
difference D j ^ —Djj"{_ rather than of Dj[R. In this way a considerable improve-
ment in the numerical accuracy is obtained.

The final form of the integral in (2.16) that has been employed in the
numerical integration procedure is:

y l l

ƒ dy[nc(by)]Y ƒ dz z2 ƒ d<5 f , h(y, z , n + w), (4.17)
0 0 0

with

h(y, z, to) =[lm I(y,z,<o)

(4.18)

The upper bounds Y and N have been chosen such that the omitted con-
tributions are less than 0.1%.

The numerical calculation of (4.17) has been performed with an adaptive
Monte Carlo integration method9). For each pair of values (JT, b) we used a

TABLE HI

The reduced self-diffusion coefficient R[(fc, T), as found from the Rostoker memory kernel
in the 1-Sonine approximation.

\ r

b \

0.1
0.2
0.5
1
2
5

10
20
50

0.1

1.00
1.00
0.997
0.986
0.956
0.865
0.790
0.732
0.688

0.2

1.00
1.00
0.996
0.981
0.937
0.828
0.745
0.697
0.673

0.5

1.00
0.998
0.991
0.963
0.892
0.756
0.696
0.675
0.668

1

0.999
0.998
0.984
0.942
0.842
0.714
0.679
0.670
0.668

2

0.999
0.994
0.973
0.903
0.784
0.690
0.673
0.668
0.668

5

0.998
0.990
0.937
0.830
0.729
0.678
0.669
0.668
0.668

10

0.997
0.982
0.894
0.780
0.704
0.674
0.668
0.667
0.667
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dozen iterations; in each iterative step the integrand was evaluated at a few
thousands of points in order to obtain results for the reduced self-diffusion
coefficient R0, F) = D£b, F)fD^0, F) with a relative accuracy better than
0.5%.

The HNC results for R^ are presented in tables III and IV. For a few small
values of F we have also evaluated the contribution JR(b, F) to the Debye-
Hückel approximation of the inverse self-diffusion coefficient (2.20). In table V
we give values both for JR(b, F) and for the ensuing ratios J?n(6, F). As the
tables show, the diffusion process is gradually impeded when the magnetic field
strength increases. The dependence of the reduced self-diffusion coefficient i?N

TABLE IV

The reduced self-diffusion coefficient Rflb, F), as found from the modified Rostoker memory
kernel in the 1-Sonine approximation.

»\

0.1
0.2
0.5
1
2
5

10
20
50

0.1

1.00
1.00
0.997
0.990
0.965
0.889
0.819
0.759
0.705

0.2

1.00
0.999
0.996
0.986
0.951
0.853
0.776
0.719
0.681

0.5

1.00
0.999
0.994
0.973
0.919
0.787
0.715
0.681
0.668

1

0.999
0.998
0.989
0.958
0.873
0.733
0.684
0.670
0.668

2

0.999
0.997
0.980
0.926
0.808
0.693
0.672
0.669
0.667

5

0.999
0.992
0.949
0.837
0.712
0.673
0.669
0.668
0.667

10

0.995
0.983
0.882
0.726
0.669
0.668
0.668
0.667
0.667

TABLE V

The contribution JR(b, F) to the inverse self-diffusion coefficient in the Debye-Hückel
approximation and the ensuing values for the reduced self-diffusion coefficient

\ r
b \

0.1
0.2
0.5
1
2
5

10
20
50

0.05

h

-0.301
-0.300
-0.294
-0.272
-0.203

0.043
0.326
0.648

. 1.08

«II

1.00
1.00
0.998
0.992
0.974
0.914
0.853
0.793
0.725

0.1

•AR

-0.300
-0.299
-0.293
-0.273
-0.202

0.044
0.324
0.627
0.910

* l

1.00
1.00
0.997
0.990
0.964
0.883
0.807
0.737
0.683

0.2

JR

-0.297
-0.296
-0.290
-0.270
-0.200

0.039
0.279
0.426
0.482

«1

1.00
0.999
0.996
0.983
0.942
0.825
0.733
0.686
0.670
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TABLE VI

Comparison of self-diffusion coefficients (Dj, in
units u>pa

2) and reduced self-diffusion
coefficients (i?i) as obtained from the Rostoker
kernel (which includes dynamical screening
effects) and from the Landau kernel (which
contains only static screening effects).

Rostoker Landau

l) 3.22 4.18
l) 2.71 3.53

Rib = 2, f = 1) 0.842 0.844

on b and F is found to be quite similar to the result that we obtained in the
static screening approximation1). It should be emphasized, however, that the
inclusion of the dynamical screening effects in the memory kernel does
influence the numerical values of the diffusion coefficient D|| itself, as is obvious
from table VI. This fact has been established before for an unmagnetized dense
plasma5). The ratio R\\ appears to be much less sensitive to the precise type of
the screening effects that are taken into account.
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Appendix

Estimate of the contribution from \xz\ <b to the inverse self-diffusion coefficient
for small b

Using the cylindrical coordinates x\\ = xz, xL = x(l - z2)m we write the in-
tegral in (2.16) as:

^ ) , (A.1)

o

where
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- J dXl Xx j ^ G]{XhX^v)+Gi{XhXuv)
D 0

with

-vRe I(xh xu v), (A.3a)

|, xL, v), (A.3b)

00

= - i ƒ dt expfiff- \x\t2-^ (1 - cos £/)] . (A.3c)ƒ

o

We shall study the function K(x\) for 0 =£ x\\ =s b < 1.
Since the behaviour of the integrand in (A.2) is rather complicated it is useful

to decompose the (xx, ^-integration domain such that alternative estimates for
the integrand can be employed. Let us first consider x± G [0, Vi>] and v G [0, |JCH].

In this region we have

v Re I (xh xx, v)^vïdt expH*^2) = V—^- ^\J^. (A.4)

Since b<\ implies (*j[ + xi)"2<§ 1 and hence Im^x)!"1^ 1, it follows that
G\ ^ C\ for some positive constant c\. As a consequence a lower bound for the
denominator in (A.2) is obtained. Furthermore we derive from (A.3b) in a way
similar to (A.4) that G2=s i>\/2v/xp so that the following estimate is obtained:

% ^ x . ƒ § - C(|) (A.5,

with some constant c2>0. For y G [3JCB» 00) we use the coarse estimate
Gi)^l which yields:

Vb " VF «

KM>- ƒ ̂ x , ƒ $ 0 ^ * ƒ dx̂ x. ƒ $ - f f ( | ) . (A.6)
0 xj/4 0 l(/4

Next we study the case xx G [Vb, 00). in this region we have xjb > 1 as
b -41, so that ƒ can be approximated quite accurately by a sum of Gaussians
(cf. (4.4)-(4-6)). Explicitly we get:
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xL, *0 ~ - Re J Im 4>(X||, xu v), (A.7a)

, »0 ~ >/f x exp(" ë f Re
x' v)'

with

, v) = S expf- ^L [l - ̂ 1(1 + ian)
2]} (A.7c)

and an = 2Trnx\l(vb). Replacing the summation by an integration renders an
upper bound for the real and imaginary parts of the function <P:

<A-8>

We now split the ̂ -integration domain into [0, vQ] and [v0, °°) with v0 depending
on the value of nc(x), viz.:

(A9)

with

-[nc(x)Yl if-l^nci
oo if nc(x) = 0,

[nc(x)\~x - 1 if 0 < nc(x) < 1.

Then for v £ [0, v0] we find

for a positive constant c3, so that

ƒ dxxxx ƒ $ G l ?
1 Gl= »

VF

For y > c o w e use again G\I(G\+ G | ) « 1, which yields for the corresponding
contribution K-a. to K the estimate 2̂2(̂ 11) = ®(blx\) as well. Now we conclude
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from (A.5), (A.6), and (A. 12) that:

(A.13)

and hence, with (A.I) and (A.2), that the contribution from X\\E [0, b] to (A.I)
is C(b3).
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Samen vat ting

Reeds lange tijd, sinds het eind van de voriqe eeuw,

is er in de natuurkunde belangstelling voor systemen die

zijn opgebouwd uit electrisch geladen deeltjes. Als

specifieke voorbeelden van zulke systemen kunnen worden

genoemd: de corona van de zon; het inwendige van sterren;

het plasma in een kernfusie experiment. De naam "plasma"

voor een geïoniseerd gas werd voor het eerst ingevoerd

door T o n k s and L a n g m u i r [1] in 1£>28. Kenmerkend

voor deze systemen is het collectief gedrag van de samen-

stellende deeltjes. Dit leidt tot verschijnselen als

plasma-oscillaties en effectieve afscherming van de Coulomb

wisselwerking.

In dit proefschrift worden transportgrootheden zoals

de warmtegeleidings- en viscositeitscoefficienten behandeld.

Overigens, de titel van dit werk luidt in het Nederlands:

"Over de kinetische theorie van het één-componentig plasma".

Het één-componentig plasma is steeds als model gebruikt.

In dit model beschouwt men het plasma als identieke punt-

ionen in een inerte uniforme achtergrond van tegengestelde

lading; zodat het systeem als geheel electrisch neutraal is.

Het plasma wordt gekarakteriseerd door de plasmaparameter

e = n*(knT)-
3/2 .

Voor een heet verdund plasma kunnen transportcoëffi-

ciënten worden benaderd door gebruik te maken van een

zwakke interactie benadering. Voor kleine botsingsparameter

is deze aanpak onjuist, hetgeen zich uit in een botsings-

integraal die logarithmisch divergeert voor de kleine

golflengten die geassocieerd zijn met een grote impuls-

overdracht. Deze divergentie kan men opheffen door een

"cut-off"-variabele in te voeren. De afhankelijkheid van

de transportcoefficienten van deze "cut-off" geeft de

correcte leidende bijdrage voor e << 1 .

Om een nauwkeuriger uitdrukking voor de transport--

grootheden te krijgen moeten zowel botsingen met grote
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verstrooiingshoek als dynamische afschermingseffecten in

de kinetische vergelijking worden opgenomen.

Zoals voor het eerst door H u b b a r d [2] is voorgesteld kan

een samengestelde botsingsterm worden gevormd door een

bepaalde lineaire combinatie te nemen van een Boltzmann-type,

een Balescu-Guernsey-Lenard - type en een Landau - type

botsingsintegraal. Deze samengestelde botsingsintegraal is

niet meer afhankelijk van de tamelijk willekeurige "cut-off"

parameter die in de zwakke interactie benadering optreedt.

Meer recent is een andere convergente botsingsintegraal

opgesteld door K l e i n s m i t h en door M o n d t [ 3 ]. Deze

auteurs gingen uit van een bepaalde vorm van de benaderde

paarcorrelatie functie voor een heet verdund plasma. Deze

methode leidt tot een botsingsterm die de verschillende

relevante processen bevat, maar schijnbaar nogal verschilt

van de eerder beschreven samengestelde botsingsterm.

In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat beide con-

vergente kinetische vergelijkingen tot dezelfde waarden

voor de transportcoefficienten leiden tot op hogere orde

termen in e << 1 . Zelfs zijn de waarden voor een wille-

keurige transportcoëfficiënt betrekkelijk ongevoelig voor

de precieze vorm van de benadering van de paarcorrelatie

functie. Door slechts bepaalde schaaleigenschappen op te

leggen wordt een klasse van equivalente benaderingen

verkregen.

In vele situaties in het laboratorium en in de

astrofysica treft men plasmas aan in een magnetisch veld.

De banen die beschreven worden door de geladen deeltjes

worden beïnvloed door het magnetisch veld. Aldus zullen de

transport-grootheden afhangen van het magnetisch veld.

In dit proefschrift wordt de diffusie van een gemerkt

deeltje in de richting van een uitwendig stationair

magnetisch veld onderzocht. Uit een zwakke koppelings

benadering wordt gevonden dat de zelf-diffusie coëfficiënt

monotoon naar een eindige limietwaarde daalt als functie

van de sterkte van het magnetisch veld.
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Om de zelf-diffusie coëfficiënt te kunnen berekenen

voor een verdicht gemagnetiseerd plasma is in dit proef-

schrift de gerenormalideerde kinetische theorie aangepast

voor de toepassing op een systeem in een magnetisch veld.

De afname van de zelf-diffusie coëfficiënt is eerst berekend

in een benadering die alleen statische afscherming in

aanmerking neemt. Vervolgens is ook de invloed van de

dynamische afschermingseffecten op de afhankelijkheid van

de zelf-diffusie coëfficiënt van het magnetisch veld

onderzocht. Hierbij is rekening gehouden met de invloed

die het magnetisch veld op de dynamische afscherming

uitoefent.

De theoretische voorspellingen in dit proefschrift

over de zelf-diffusie in een gemagnetiseerd verdicht plasma

worden ondersteund door moleculaire dynamica simulaties

van B e r n u .

J.S.C.
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